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From the President

India

As you know our country is continuously facing challenging times created
by COVID-19 pandemic. Although staged lifting of Lockdown restrictions
is a good sign, we are still not out of danger from the virus. Citizens are
compelled to follow guidelines to stay healthy while braving the hurdles
arising from economic disruption.

FireCurtains
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As an institution committed to “Life Safety” , FSAI is playing a major
role in the containment of this pandemic in active collaboration
with Government agencies, Industries, Administrative bodies,
Regulators, Sponsors and the Society at large. I am proud to share
that we have achieved reasonable success in this endeavor.
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WEBINAR based training and awareness program commenced
since April’20 by the association has been well received. With
over 70 sessions clocked, the series has featured presentations
by luminary experts on Fire/ Safety, Security and allied fields. We
also held a panel discussion jointly with ASSOCHAM and ISHRAE
that attracted over 5000 registrations.
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310 Projects
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3500 Fire Curtains
Fire compartment specialist
Fire curtains tested from Warrington UK to
BSEN 1634

Heartiest Greetings to all from FSAI.
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Our Clients

FSAI also announced its new Advisory and Governing councils. The
new National level Committees have assumed charge. Persons of
immense experience have been nominated to lead various
functional areas in the FSAI. To address the growing
needs of our members, Committees have been set up
to handle new initiatives like “Make in India”, MSME,
etc. Regional Directors have also been installed to
mentor Chapters and its growth. All these changes
have been made to ensure our Members get the
best support from their Association and help them
grow.
Even the Journal has gone through a change.
Besides adding new features like Q&A, we
have also got a new Editorial Board. I take this
opportunity to congratulate them and feel
confident that with their unstinted efforts, our
publications will touch newer levels. I am equally
pleased to note that the bi-monthly newsline
”FSAI BUZZ” has resumed publication last
month. Also the much awaited “FSAI Member
Directory” is scheduled to be released shortly.
By rendering earnest efforts towards the
Surakshit Bharat mission, we at FSAI wish
to bring a radical change for the better in
everyone’s approach towards Fire and Life
Safety concepts.
Yours sincerely,

Orient Fire Curtains India Pvt. Ltd.

Plot No. 137/1 & 137/2 Budhpur, Nearby RG Farmhouse & Cloud Party Hall
Alipur, Delhi 110036, Website: www.firecurtains.in

Contact:
+91-8826700881

Suresh Menon

President – FSAI

From the

Chairman’s Desk
Dear Friends,
Greetings to all
Patience, Commitment, Determination, Restraint, Sincere efforts and Diligent Adherence to Govt’s
disciplinary guidelines have clearly proven to be the key words to win over the pandemic. Lockdown
relaxations are not to be construed as blatant permission for loosening down on good behavioral practices.
People from all walks of life must demonstrate better wisdom and more maturity.
FSAI’s coordinated efforts in this regard with all sections of administration and society at large shall
continue with sustainability and consistency. Whether awareness creation, specialized training or
voluntary field work (with strict compliance of all life safety/ good health and hygiene practices)
shall continue unabated. With advice and guidance from top level FSAI COVID-19 Task Force,
the functional support team and all foot soldiers from the association fraternity, we would
consider every challenge as an opportunity to improve upon.
Besides the recent past witnessed the following significant events:
l Relaunching of a bi-monthly newsletter titled FSAI BUZZ.
l Commencement of a “WEBINAR” series in place of the conventional training programs at
physical gatherings (as part of the “social -distancing” which has become an inevitable need
under the prevailing circumstances). With support from all segments the endeavor has tasted
success and we are inspired to do better. For the information of beloved members, the recorded
proceedings can also be watched in FSAI YouTube channel.

HYDRANT VALVE

Keeping pace with our tradition FSAI wishes to move forward by reshuffling of various
responsibility matrixes at senior levels such that personnel gain competence to handle different
functions. Accordingly following changes have already been made effective:
l Alignment and regrouping of the National core group heads to oversee and improve upon the
functioning of an array of important elements related to fire safety, security, automation and
related facilitation functions (numbering around 15) which are in FSAI domain.
l Change of guard at the regional directorate level to oversee and strengthen the
activities of different state level chapters/ sub chapters.
l Reconstitution of the Editorial board of your journal to emulate the
good work done by previous team as well as brining in revolutionary
changes such that both publications – Journal and BUZZ touch
newer heights and gain more acceptability and appreciation as
highly effective media communication channel.
Coming to contents segment, the readers shall be served with
the following additional menu to build up a better interactive
relationship with the Journal
l Introduction of a Question – Answer column as covered in
detail through a separate introductory mailer .
l Starting of an “online” reader feedback system through
simple and user friendly questionnaire.
Few additional aspects which are in pipe line and worth
mentioning are:
l Release of a well desired and sought after FSAI Member
directory.
l Setting up of an appropriate machinery to enhance the
engagement with our student chapters across the country
such that academia and service organizations like FSAI
grow stronger for common and each other’s benefit.
Come on, be part of FSAI family and participate actively
with its “Surakshit Bharat’’ campaign in the interest of
mankind at large.
Yours sincerely,

Dipen Mehta
Chairman – FSAI Journal

EDITOR’S PAGE

Dear Readers,
Welcome back.
Post COVID19 Safeguards first: Fair relaxations, situation based restrictions, strict compliance of amended administrative guidelines
and revolutionary behavioral improvement among citizens have been the paradigm shift for the good. Let us also resolve to and live
with an important reality factor that adherence to simple looking, easily workable but highly effective health and hygiene practices are
paying rich dividends. They are not only helpful in preventing or controlling the spread of pandemic but overall improvement in physical
fitness and general health profile along with the removal of psychic fear cum panic. It is desirable that we just not get habituated to such
attributes but be obsessed with them.
FSAI members by themselves as well as through the inspirational guidance from the COVID Task Force, trainers and emergency
response teams are providing substantial services to the society and shall continue to do so.
We feel delighted to notify that few sensitizers as listed below are getting introduced in to the Journal mainstream. These are in addition
to the regular features appearing all through. Therefore, the changes are desirably part of an ongoing mission to enhance quality, elevate
standards, gain more reader appreciation and continual value addition. In this regard we have been assured of total support from higher
management. The efforts of all previous editorial boards had been exemplary in building up the publication brick by brick. The newly
constituted team has also pitched in fast by sharing a number of creative and feasible suggestions. They are aimed at raising the quality
standards and putting the Journal on higher pedestals (issue after issue).
• The main attribute wise change being envisaged is to understand the pulse of readers. In this context among many other improvements,
their engagement in the selection process of edition wise themes looks to be very much significant. Accordingly let us start with a fresh
appeal to all to respond to the ‘online feedback questionnaire format” which has already commenced and available at www.fsai.in.
• The first set of new features being introduced from this edition onward are:
• FSAI -COVID19 Task force “Diary”.
• Questions & Answer Series .
• National & Chapter level activity reports (revised format) considering the ‘virtual’ execution of all promotional/ developmental
functions in the prevailing scenario.
• Others likely to be taken up from the next (Sept -Oct) issue and to be carried forward
• Exclusive Students’ Chapter corner.
• More innovative display of “Fire / Life Safety & Personal cum Automation” as well as “Cyber Security Practices” (through sketches,
cartoons, pictures) in the “Desirable vis-à-vis Non-desirable” format.
• FSAI Suraksha Index highlights.
• Case study alerts
• “Know your National teams” consisting of
a) Apex Advisory body/ Council members.
b) Chairs of different core groups.
c) Regional Directors
Menu for this issue includes:
• An interview column with Mr. D. K. Shami, Fire Advisor to Govt. of India, the aroma and flavor of which the readers would always
like to cherish.
• A couple of thematic articles on IoT / AI as well as / Post COVID scenario. They include both exclusive and  ongoing WEBINAR
presentation based narratives in additional to one NFPA Journal abstract, all contributed by eminent authors.
• All other regulars, the readers are well acquainted like Chapter activity reports (conventional as well specific),
• Quizzing, Illustrated features etc.,
Above all kindly go through few highly important mailers and come forward to promote all those endeavors like:
i) Question & Answer Series
ii) FSAI member directory launch
iii) Essay contest for public
iv) Appeal for donation to help support the PPE distribution among Fire service/ Para medics/ Emergency responders which are
required in exceptionally larger quantities in the prevailing situation all around the county.
Sit back, and enjoy the pleasure of reading.

Yours sincerely,

KNK Murthy
Executive Editor
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Leader’s Column

Listening to Luminary
Excerpts of an exciting conversation between

Mr. D.K. Shami
(Fire Advisor to Govt. of India)
and K.N.K. Muthy, Journal Executive Editor

Hearty welcome Mr. Shamiji to FSAI Journal. All along,
you have been extending yeomen service with highest level
of commitment and dedication towards an exceptionally
noble cause Fire Service. Having worked tirelessly for many
years, your contributions as Frontline leader, Performance
evaluator, Counsel, Critic and Guide on an array of
attributes have been highly commendable. Mainly they
include creation of best talents for the country in Fire service
profession, monitoring the compliance of existing Fire
safety relevant codes and standards and offering periodic
review cum advisory help for amendments on them for
continual improvement. Above all you are a man of astute
professionalism when it comes to taking a stand on ethics
and values without any compromise. To crown it all the
whole social fraternity dedicated to the “Saving of Lives &
Prevention of valuable and hard - earned asset losses” has
been honoured by your appointment as Fire advisor to the
Govt. of India within the prestigious Directorate general
of Fire Services, Civil Defence and Home Guards (directly
under the Central Ministry of Home Affairs).
Now it is my proud privilege to introduce you to the larger
cross section of the readers through an ‘Interview column”
which specifically features leaders in respective profession,
businesses, occupations, entrepreneurship or expert advisors
from pivotal bodies (like the DGFS you lead) on regular
basis.
In this attempt, we wish to get enlightened by knowing
directly from you about the ongoing excellent facilitation
service your directorate provides to the society at large as
well as the roadmap for the upcoming couple of decades and
thereafter (in the arena of Fire service).
Q1: Respected Shri. Shami Saheb, you will agree that Fire
Safety awareness, preparedness to face any inadvertent
serious accident scenario arising out of an occurrence
and corresponding ability to plan and execute control/
mitigation functions are primarily the essential attributes
to be imbibed among society. If so what is your take on
the observations as well as the feedbacks being received
from various governmental and private fire brigades about
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the initial response and successful efforts in this direction
which are forthcoming from general public? Are they up
to the expectations?
A1: Murthyji, as we all appreciate very well, by and large
perfection is a myth in any business, occupation, profession,
craft or way of life.

In
t h i s

context I can vouch on behalf of the whole Fire service
Fraternity in India that firefighters are not only to upkeep
their motto “serve to save” but execute the service by taking
to the level of “Near perfection” in terms of  quality, standard
and rating with the available manpower.
Now coming to the issue being raised by you, it is a proven
and time tested fact that human behavioural pattern comes
first while dealing with a serious emergency situation and
the rest all pertaining to training, knowledge, awareness,
availability of technical support and administrative
competence appear next only. According to me even a
single person’s or a small group’s good or poor behaviour can
either make or mar a situation despite all others’ behavioural
pattern remains comparatively good!! In this context all
of us in fire service profession remain optimistic and shall
continue to appreciate, admire and support whatever help
comes (big or small) from society at large. The trend appears
to be positive and participative from all corners as on date.
Q2: Is general public are fairly made aware of inherent
fire hazards which exist in many walks of life which
consist of so called facilities, resources, materials, gadgets
etc., which have already become part of day to day life
and extend us better comfort, convenience besides being
instrumental in providing better quality of life. e.g.,
Energy fuels (Transportation & cooking), electrical
appliances, wood, textile products, paper, plastic etc.,
What are your suggestions to enhance such awareness and
better and satisfactory compliance of preventive as well as
control measures especially at individual and group levels?
A2: In addition to a service - oriented marketing culture
among the product manufacturers, traders, suppliers or
even shopkeepers special safety related instructions and
awareness instructions needs to be cultivated to make the
citizen responsible in using the gadgets. The product labels
must highlight as much on Safety factors as other benefits
it provides to the user and seller should teach the consumers
about the do and don’t associated with the product. For
example the supplier of a bath room geyser must tell the
functioning of its safety valve, thermostat (automatic and
inbuilt power cut off system in case of overheating). An
LPG cylinder delivery boy/ mechanic must be instructed to
demonstrate the leak testing method with the help of soap
solution and how to use the cap besides the date of hydrotest and life of the cylinder. There can be illustrative captions
in petrol pump dissuading customers from putting on or
removing synthetic fibre jackets or sweaters when fuel filling
is on in addition to no-smoking sign and no use of mobile
etc.
Q3: Are the stakeholders being advised initially and
periodically about the safe use of the above facilities
by their suppliers as part of customer safety and social
responsibility? (e.g., ; cracker manufacturers/ distributors/
dealer shopkeepers, etc., in addition other business
entrepreneurs dealing and serving society through the
supply of fuels, blasting equipment being used in mining/

blasting work, a variety of electrical appliances which can
trigger off serious fires if their usage are not controlled.
A3: Things are looking better; but we must go on practicing
till the end of tunnel is visible. I can confidently tell you that
the checks and balances on cracker manufacturing and sail
outlets are improving year after year as being reflected in
gradual reduction of fire incidents.
Q4: What are the Central Fire Advisory board’s plans to
ensure that all stakeholders strictly comply with the existing
fire safety provisions whether it is an automobile vehicle
(private or public transport), Petrol pump, residential
areas, commercial establishments (including strict ban on
storage of flammable materials in commercial/ residential
areas, entertainment centres, social gathering spots,
hospitals, sport complexes, places of worships etc., to
name just a few? (i.e., approval of facilities based on total
fire safety arrangements, obtaining licenses/ clearances
from fire service departments at respective locations (both
during normal times and also emergency situations) ,
introduction of both rewards/ punishment schemes, trial/
certification of extinguishers, hydrant system, periodical
execution of mock-up exercises as a compulsory feature
etc., )
A4: We remain in constant touch with both the central
and state level regulatory agencies like PESO, Shops &
Establishments’ Act enforcement authorities, Building
approval authorities (municipal corporations); Medical
Council of India, Public Utility control functionaries,
Tourism and Hospitality service regulators, Registered
Religious organizations etc., and seek their reports,
suggestions for improvements. Our aim is to encourage
consultative and participative approach in the overall
interest of fire safety for all.
Q5: The present working conditions of fire brigade
personnel being very tough and difficult (like police), do
you have any new ideas for empowering and motivating
them (phased out working hours through increase in
power, provision of stress management clinics, issue of
better quality and fire resistant clothing, special welfare
schemes for them and their families)?
A5: Yes reformation is possible and needs to be tried out
without getting tired!! Induction of additional manpower
not only creates jobs for more but also reduces stress and
strain of those already in the same job. We want better and
focussed stress management clinics for those who have to
shoulder additional responsibility and spend more time on
duty. As far as quality of fire resistant/ retardant clothing
is concerned most of the Fire stations in India do provide
them; local markets have also been developed for this as part
of “Make in India initiatives” being promoted by the Govt.
Things are on the uphill mode.
Q6: Can we think and introduce special powers with the
traffic police or other governmental agencies for strict
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checking on those members of public who either overtake
ambulances/ fire vehicles or block their movements on
busy roads?
A6: Police act has already empowered Traffic Police to
challan for obstructing fire and emergency vehicle. But I feel
that behavioural improvement drive must be an important
agenda. Checking and spot punishing are all quick-fix
remedies and won’t stand the test of time. Public safety
awareness must become a National agenda as already being
adopted by FSAI in its “Surakshit Bharat” campaign. Let
more organizations like Safety councils, NCC, Voluntary
helpline organizations deploying traffic wardens be roped in
for this noble mission of behaviour reformation.
Q7: Is there scope for still better system/ machinery to
monitor the functions of casualty wards (public or private)
so that emergency cases related to fires and other accidents
are given priority? If yes, kindly elaborate.
A7: Yes, there is tremendous opportunities for improvement
in the whole system. Few suggestions from my side are:
(i) Deputing more number of doctors undergoing internship
into casualty wards.
(ii) Better crowd management on casualty departments
which will conserve the time of doctors and para medics in
treating the patients quickly.
(iii) Reducing paper work to the extent possible which
if needed can be taken up after the initial treatment and
settlement of patients.
(iv) Strictest conformance to Supreme court directive to
safeguard good Samaritans and other well- meaning citizens
from any harassment since they are delighted about offering
selfless services to patients by bringing them to the hospitals,
admitting for treatment and offering all assistance till the
responsibility is handed over to their relatives. Have we
not seen auto rickshaw drivers rushing patients to distant
hospitals at the cost of their earning during that time?
Q8: Can we also go for stricter controls on cracker shops
especially during festive seasons by way of prior checking
of their facilities and issue of written consent only after fire
safety audits? Sometimes it is highly irritating to observe
blatant unsafe behaviour of people bursting crackers
continuously on busiest roads marriage processions and
other festivities.
A8: As all are aware, laws on this aspect are already quite
comprehensive and strict and defaulters are likely to be
dealt with harshly. At the end of day it again boils down to
social reformation, improvement of culture and imbibing of
better civic sense among larger cross section of society. Let
us also strive for zero tolerance as onlookers and society at
large to become bold enough to lodge police complaint once
such incidents are noticed – no matter whether we are duly
invited guests of the function or passers - by.
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Q9: It has been reported in the press recently that children
below 14 years can be employed in family business. In
that case what all could be the riders with respect to their
deployment in family occupations like match preparation,
cracker packaging etc., which have potential fire hazards?
A9: According to me child labour in form – within family
circle or outside is both a crime and sin. Justification is not
warranted since accidents cannot differentiate between
relatives or others. Parents’ inability to take care of own
children cannot be considered as a passport to push them to
do labour. Children must be allowed enjoy childhood and
get educated.

professionals who can properly understand, appreciate and
justify the need for following various codes and standards as
mentioned above, they shall be in a better position to prevail
upon the designers, engineering contractors or end users to
utilise those provisions as ‘complementary’.  The need of the
hour is to create fire service engineers of that calibre. Then
you will find the journey smoother than what it is now.

reading culture as well as subscribe own articles or view
points on any given theme related to Fire safety as well as
security. Unfortunately reading habit has become so un
common in the modern life style of listening only to the
high decibel sound - bites of TV anchors, unsolicited tweets
through social media and gazing at strange photographs on
WhatsApp!!

Q12: Can you kindly spell out on the special aspect
of “Policy framework” contributions which have
been inspired by DGFS and being monitored for
implementation where the involvement of various other
ministries are involved?

Q14: Finally any specific suggestions from your side to
the editorial board of FSAI journal so that the quality of
publication improve and it becomes more palatable to
readers and other beneficiaries?

Q10: There are a number of professional fire service related
educational institutions in our country and you are Advisor
to the reputed Nagpur academy. They offer regular degree
courses as well as short term diplomas in addition to
competency / skill development programs/ certification
for working personnel in various organizations. They also
maintain very high qualification standards. Looking at
them from close range what are your observations about the
career opportunities being offered to the pass outs? Is there
statutory mandate to appoint professional fire engineers by
employers to safeguard their people and assets against fire
risks?

A12: My simplest, Candid and only response is
“Commitment, Consultation, Conviction, Coordination,
Cooperation and never a Confrontation among us!!”

A10: Yes there are statutory mandates as mentioned above.
Like Industrial Safety, Fire service functions also cannot be
sub delegated to a non-professional level in any organization
(business or otherwise), public utility service, infrastructure
segments. Our directorate shall always push in to motivate
all employers to comply with the system. Yet it has not
become a National movement; but we shall pursue it to the
end.

Mr. D.K. Shami
Fire Adviser, DGFS, CD & HG, Ministry of Home Affairs,
Govt. of India

Q11: Let us now debate briefly about codes and standards
on layouts, Structural and building work, Equipment and
corresponding fire protection facilities. What are your
observations with reg. to their adequacy vis-à-vis modern
engineering technologies and practices? In this regard are
there plans for bringing in value addition to the existing
guidelines and statutory mandates which are fairly good,
proven and time tested? In this aspect what type of
special inputs and initiatives are expected of concerned
stakeholders – designers, architects, executing engineers
as well as the user groups at large?
A11: Lot of water has already flown under in all the
issues raised through this questionnaire. We always go for
complementary efforts to bring value addition after trying
to get a job done satisfactorily. So long statutory provisions
are viewed only as compulsive or compliance requirements,
they will have no linkage with the mainstream engineering,
design, system, procedures or practices. In such a situation
the execution will always have to wait for repeated appeal
if not ordinance or citation. But if there are fire service

Q13: What are your specific messages to the readers’
fraternity of publications like this so that they too become
good spoke persons on Fire Safety and associated concerns
in day to day life.
A13: Read them diligently, digest the ideas capsuled therein,
debate among friends of same wave length and promote a

A14: Please include more case studies to highlight and
signify any theoretical principle, belief or faith on fire safety
aspects which are of serious concern in public domain.
Use a number of small alerts which people will like to read
consciously. Never miss out the series like Quizzing and
Fire safety/ security relevant tips for general public. Your
enthusiastic spirit and ambition to raise the level of Journal
to the highest echelons must be sustained.
I wish FSAI Journal the very best.
Jai Hind

D.K. Shami is working as Fire Adviser GOI since 1994.
Before he was in Delhi Fire Service for 5 years and also served
in Department of Atomic Energy, Heavy Water Plant.
After Sub Officer Course NFSC he joined as Sub Officer at
the age of 20 and after six years served Delhi fire Service for 5
years before joining MHA. He is having more than 37 years
experience in Industrial, State and Central Fire Services.
Presently he is pursuing Ph.D. He is fellow of IFE India and
Member of IFE UK. He has also acquired Diploma from UK,
Japan, USA, Indonesia and Thailand on Fire Engineering.
He is a Chairman and Member of BIS Committees. Member
of OISD Standing Committee. Member Secretary of
Standing Fire Advisory Committee and many more. He won
many awards including
President’s Fire Service Medal for Meritorious Services and
President’s Fire Service Medal for Distinguished Services.
(Country’s highest honor for Fire service).
He is modern thinker on Fire Safety related issues
including Fire Engineering.
Recently he helped IP University in
launching Fire Safety Auditor
PG Diploma.
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Mr. Pankaj Tiwari
Chairman - FSAI Journal Vice Chairman - FSAI Journal
Malwani slum with the population
of 2.5 lakhs is a Western suburb of
Mumbai, It is also a well known area
in Malad, which unfortunately had
become a ‘Hotspot’ for the pandemic.

Mr. Ashok Menon
Editorial Member

Mr. Sekhar Dey
Editorial Member

Mr. Iswer Iyer
Editorial Member

When
Dr.
Nehaal
Mayur,
Development Expert and COVID
warrior was approached by the
President of Siddiquie Education
Welfare Trust (SEWT), a grassroot
organization working in Malwani
area, the first and most urgent request
was to initiate a Sanitization program.
Immediately the support of FSAI
team was sought to come out with
appropriate solutions along with an
execution strategy and action plan.
Accordingly, we got plunged into the
exercise.

Mr. Ravindra Pal Singh
Editorial Member

Mr. Suraj Shankpal
Editorial Member

Mr. Purvesh Gada
Editorial Member

Mr. KNK Murthy
Executive Editor
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Mr. Skanda Prasad
Editorial Member

Firmed up ideas got translated into
action, On urgent basis specifically
suited models of Sanitization
machines were designed & developed

and generously donated at the behest
of our association. Thereafter, the
equipment were dispatched across to
Malvani region.
Showcasing a great team effort

Dr. Nehaal Mayur and Freelance
Photojournalist Rajesh Prabhakar
- did the mapping of the area and
trained the local volunteers from
SEWT, who got pitched into the field
level endeavour.

etc., which make the area slushy and
difficult to move around with the
machines under operation.
In this regard, it is equally important
to appreciate the yeomen help being
rendered by organizations like
‘AAG’ &   ‘Mehta Tubes’ charioted
by M/S. Mukesh Shah and Mukesh
Mehta respectively. They have in
fact been exceptionally grateful
in manufacturing the sanitization
equipment of tailor made design and
supplying.

Such an engagement became a great
example of partnership building.
There are other civil societies also who
approach us for the implementation
of such tasks in difficult terrains and
locations facing the crisis of poor
accessibility, larger occupancy and
dearth of infrastructure.
Dedicated personnel like Dr. Nehaal
and Mr. Rajesh Prabhakar are
rendering this type of volunteering
services at the behest of FSAI followed
by monitoring and and evaluating
the results along with the local civil
societies.
The program is also efficiently
supported by local municipal
authorities as well.
Our target is to cover the entire slum
sanitization despite all inevitable
hurdles like improper roads, narrower
lanes, incessant rains, water logging

Mr. Pankaj Dharkar
Chairman, FSAI
COVID-19 Task Force
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raise the siren from the command and
control station, after which calls are
made to the local police station or the
QRT (Quick Response team.) This
service is expected to just cost 15 % of
the cost of annual manpower services.

- Mr. Promoud Rao

The lift door opens and Ms. Rhea
D’Souza and her boss move together
towards the office main door. The boss
fling opens the main door and keeps
his finger on the Biometric Access
Control Time and Attendance Reader
to gain entry into the office. Ms. Rhea
is now sceptical to keep her finger on
the same device. She uses the hand
sanitizer kept at the office reception,
cleans the biosensor and then registers
her biometric attendance. Enter to the
new world of   “Zero Trust Security”
which may well be the future at most
enterprises across India. The complete
paradigm of safety and security in
offices is all set to change forever.
The war against Covid-19 is a real one,
which Corporate India will have to
grapple without a choice. Covid-19
poses some very serious security and
safety challenges at our work place.
The enemy cannot be seen, its shape
and form are not known, it does not
get tired, it’s ruthlessly aggressive
and worst, it kills. While Covid-19
continues showing its devastating
effects, Corporate India will have to
work out a strategic plan to combat
this menace to keep their environment
and people safe as well as secure.
Once the lockdown gets lifted,
the government is most likely
contemplating to make CEO of
companies take full responsibility for

controlling the spread of infection
from spreading within their individual
enterprises. The current business
situation is extremely fluid as every day
conditions continue to change, be it
guessing how long the lockdown will
last, uncertainty of future earnings,
lost business scale and size, customers
cancelling business contracts or
refusing to meet up sometime soon,
supply chain issues and the impending
fear to go to work.

above etc., the normal. A dedicated
temperature display system showing
real time count of people restricted for
high temperature detection with the
highest temperature recorded during
the day.

Here are a few recommendations:

• Body Temperature Screening
Thermal Camera: When this thermal
camera detects someone into the
monitored area, there is a voice alert, “
Kindly go to the measuring point for
temperature measurement.” When the
body comes near, within 1 metre and
30 degree of the camera field of view,
it will measure the temperature within
0.5 seconds, display the temperature on
the terminal and send this information
if required on the cloud for future
reference.

• Contactless Access Control: Face
Recognition System integrated with
Non-Contact Medical Accuracy
Temperature Detection is a next
generation access control and
attendance terminal. Access control
device features include fast and precise
Face Recognition, coupled with NonContact IR based Wrist Temperature
Detection System. Face Mask
Detection feature with alarm warning
and access restriction to employees
and visitors not wearing masks. NonContact Wrist Detection with access
restriction measuring abnormal
body temperature with a 2oC +ve

• Virtual Security Guard: During
lockdowns, manpower guarding of
premises poses a huge challenge. Plus
add to it the cost and efficiency of
having expensive security guards for
securing business premises. To mitigate
this risk, enterprises could opt for
Virtual Security Guards for securing
their business premises. There is zero
human dependency plus it is very
cost-effective and reliable. In case of
any break ins’, an alarm is triggered in
the central monitoring station, video
verification is initiated to check the
scene of crime, two way audio is used
to speak and warn the intruder and

So what are the security and safety
remedies or solutions that enterprises
need to embrace to make their
workplace insulated against the
menace of Coronavirus?
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• Video Housekeeping using CCTV
Cameras: To check and identify
staff and visitors not wearing face
masks, gloves, Personal Protection
Gears, not maintaining sufficient
social distancing, checking hygiene
conditions at all the common areas,
including all the working desks.
Triggers are generated when any
violation of the company policies
are noticed and reported to the HR
department or to the monitoring desk.
• Employee Productivity Monitoring:  
With fewer staff, enterprises need
to ensure that every employee at
the work place is highly productive.
With CCTV monitoring using AI
algorithm, one keeps a watch on the
operations to ensure all the employees
are engaged in doing work and not
wasting their working hours. Rules
can be created using AI tools, wherein

any exceptions are reported to the HR
Department and to the monitoring
desk.
• De-Sanitization:   This is a new
compliance, which every enterprise
now needs to adhere to. Cleaning
and de-contamination of the entire
premise, especially entrance gate of the
building, canteen, meeting rooms, lifts
and equipment, washroom, interior
and exterior walls etc. It will also be
important to de-sanitize all transport
vehicles owned by the company that
are commonly used.At the work place
to have a hand sanitizer preferably
with touch-free mechanism at all entry
and exit points.At locations where the
number of people entering and exiting
the premise is very high, one should
consider installing a sanitizing tunnel
or chamber which is gaining more and
more acceptance with each passing day.
• Medical Facilities:  Medical Insurance
to be made compulsory for all the
workers.Hospital and Clinics in the
nearby areas which are authorized for
Covid-19 testing should be identified
and the list to be made available at the

work place at all times or with the HR
department.
• Workplace Measures: All employees
to wear masksat the work place
continuously while maintaining a
distance of one meter between two
co-workers. Lunch timings need to
avoid over-crowding and maintain
social distancing. If any worker falls
sick, it must be reported to the nearest
health authorities. All employees and
their families should download the
‘AarogyaSetu’App.
Vigilance will have to become the
buzzword in the world post Covid-19.
Safety & Security wise, itwill be a
relatively new environment that each
one of us will have to learn to live
and cope with. Health being the first
priority, all due measures will have
to be taken unfailingly and strict
adherence to it, a compulsion for a
safe and healthy environment and
ultimately for a secure future ahead.
The bugle has been sounded, it’s time
for enterprise security to undergo a sea
change.

Mr. Pramoud Rao, Managing Director , Zicom Electronic Security Systems Ltd.
Mr. Pramoud Rao is a Science graduate and a first generation entrepreneur. He started his business life in 1988,
in the field of office automation. In 1994, he founded Zicom Electronic Security Systems Ltd., the company
that pioneered the electronic security systems in India and the first company to be listed on the BSE and NSE
stock exchange. He was the former security ambassador for Schneider Electric (Asia Pac), currently he is on the
Advisory Board of FSAI, earlier being the Past President as well. With over three decades of business experience,
he is known to be someone who thinks out of the box and a risk taker. He has handled many a new concepts and
start ups.
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IMPACTS & REBOOTING POST PANDEMIC
- Mr. Gurupawan singh
Preface:
The impacts of ongoing Coronavirus
pandemic are continuously on the
rise. The situation is likely to cause
considerable influences on life &
safety, economy, global geo-political
situation, socio-cultural situation,
work habits and conflicts. As a
business to be effective in the new
balance that will be achieved post the
pandemic, one has to re-invest and be
more relevant than earlier days. This

influence on each country, geography,
industry type etc., To neutralize the
impacts, it is pertinent to diligently
study cause-effect analysis. The key
determinants with comparatively
higher influence are enumerated
below:
Impact time
The impact on the life as well as
economic uncertainty is directly
proportionate to the time for which
new Coronavirus infection continues

some countries might cease and there
might be a change in requirements.
Several industries that are dependent
on global supply chains will be affected
as these are related to foreign trade
dependencies. It can be speculated that
the pharmaceutical industry of the
United States of America might get
influenced by China, as it is a major
stakeholder in US pharmaceutical
companies.

or governments that will be able to
safeguard its citizens during pandemic
and companies post pandemic. Their
role will also extend to influencing new
internal norms and alignments.
Type of Industry
The impact of the new Coronavirus
is going to be different for different
industries. Several industries will face
what can be called a “Demand Trauma”
(IIRIS defines demand trauma as the
sudden shift of demands to extremely
high or adversely low levels) for their
products/services. For example, hotels
are close to 0% occupancy whereas
sanitizer making companies have more
than 2000% demand that they can’t
fulfil !
Company response
How the respective company responds
will dictate future of that respective
company, which ever sector it may be
part of. For example, in the hospitality
industry, different players are handling
the situation quite differently. Some
group of hotels has managed to
somewhat adapt to the new demand
of hotels acting as quarantine facilities.
At the same time, companies like
Cognizant and Bharatpe announced
salary hikes of special allowances.

can be accomplished through diligent
study of cause-effect relationship.
The rules of the game will change
for governments, businesses and
organizations.
The impacts of the pandemic are
regularly changing. At this stage, it may
not be clear how adverse the impacts
can be; however, the determinants of
the impacts have emerged well. The
study of determinants can indicate
how different industries and sectors
will be impacted.
IMPACT DETERMINANTS CAREFUL GAUGE
The impact is sum-total of diverse
factors, each factor having its respective

to result in disruptions and impacts
people’s health. Different countries are
handling it as best to their respective
geography and impacts will also be
linked to it.
International business dependency
Any dependency whether upstream or
downstream towards other countries
will also require detailed study of
pandemic impact on that country. The
import and export policies of different
countries might also end up favouring
some trade partners. As the pandemic
has and will change the consumer
behaviour and buying capacity of
people domestically - at a country
level too, the purchasing power of
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Severity
While the average mortality rate of the
disease is around 5 to 6 percent, it is
different for different countries. Some
countries have been able to flatten the
curve, which has resulted in less cases,
and eventually less deaths. While in
other countries, there is a need of
mass graves and protocols around
funeral arrangements. Similarly, some
industries will be more hit by severity
when compared with others.
Governmental measures.
Governments of any country and/or
province/state will play the biggest
role during and post the pandemic.
It will be sheer strength and strategy

Survival Challenges to life safety
across the globe: India faces certain
challenges with ease due to strong
community living and has issues on
other fronts due to the ill-equipped
healthcare industry.
Social unrest
Many countries have already witnessed
social unrest of some kind. If the
situation lasts for much longer, the
veracity and frequency of unrest will
increase.
Resilience The ability of businesses to
keep going, during and post lockdown
era will hold potential to earn trust of
customers for long term partnerships.
Immediate Impacts
A: Supply Chain
Global and local supply chains
severely wrecked and impacting other
businesses’ sustenance capability. As

such approx. 450 million work force
of global supply chains are facing
depleted income.
Demand trauma
Demand of certain product service
shifting to extreme high or being
next to nil has been termed as
Demand Trauma. Demand Trauma
will be temporary in nature and will
get neutralized with re-activation
of economic activities – obviously
in different timelines for different
businesses.
Cash Flow
Already most corporates facing cash
flow challenges to pay employees and
vendors. Lack of good cash flow may
be the single largest reason for large
number of companies to get shut
down.
LONG TERM IMPACTS
GOVERNANCE
Geo Political Realignment
Top global leaders have already
started showing signs of a great geopolitical realignment. This will directly
impact the global businesses, supply
chains and the way world operates it
economically.
Social Welfare
This will emerge as major subject for
all governments. This will encompass
not only what govts. can do but also
which types of new regulations can be
brought in such that corporate sector
can’t do mass de-hiring.
New Regulations
Be ready to have more international
battles on trade/business and also
pressure on corporates to reduce
profit and contribute towards society
& employee sustainability. Few
international organizations may
become redundant and new set-ups
with acceptance of strong countries
may emerge. Overall additional
pressure on China and developing
countries will increase
LONG TERM IMPACTS:
FINANCIAL WORLD
Global Recession
A major recession cannot be ruled out.

It will be matter of great concern till
at what level things will dip and how
countries will perform during recovery
phase. Financial War among countries
is on the cards.
Cost V/s Price
The cost of doing business will go
up whereas customer will be asking
for reduced price. Most goods and
services will oscillate to reach new
balance. Quality is likely to dip with
this scenario.
Lack of Capital – More Technology &
Innovation The overall availability of
capital to do business across the globe
will do down. This is likely to further
trigger technology based solutions that
can be implemented and scaled-up at
less cost.
India: Banks & NPAs (Non Performing Assets)
This is likely to drop like an atom
bomb on the existing Indian banking
situation. NPAs will only soar
high with economy looking down.
Situation will not be salvaged without
strong govt. intervention.
LONG TERM IMPACTS OPERATIONAL
Wiping out Many companies are
likely to cease operations. The deaths
of companies will be huge as well and
will be difficult to count. The lack of
solutions available in good time will
increase such numbers. It will directly
impact job loss.
Supply Chain Challenges The supply
chain challenges will become multifold – availability, cost and timelines.
With anticipated new alignments and
tariff, there will be a need to look for
new sources.
Crime Conflicts & Litigations: The
number of conflicts and litigations
is likely to go up in unmanageable
numbers. This will be involving intercountry, inter-company and intracompany scenarios.
Crime & Losses:
With loss of jobs in large numbers and
increasing socio -economic divide,
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crime will shoot up. This will also result
in losses at various stages – logistics,
storage, etc.,

representations, undertakings, material
adverse effect, economic risk and trade
finance.

LONG TERM IMPACTS –
Cultural Way We Work
Work from home is going to be
common. Virtual meetings will be new
norm. Ability to operate with minimal
manpower will become an integral
part of production plans as well.
Lifestyle Changes Likely to shift to less
spending and saving of days are likely
to be back. It is expected that certain
very customized savings and insurance
schemes may be launched. Healthcare
will hold purse-strings.

Insurance
To consider re-evaluation of coverage
and responsiveness of existing policies,
loss mitigation through alteration
of existing terms, ensuring insurer
consent
Financial wars between countries is
likely to intensify with more countries
competing for limited business
options in a changed global market
scenario and likely growing trade
barriers. Countries like China and US
are likely to engage in further trade
wars over tariffs. Developing countries
like India may face resistance from
developed countries in the World
Trade Organization (WTO) in terms
of its agro - based policies.

Localization From Globalization.
it is time to go back to Localization.
Companies were forgetting the old
proverb of ‘all eggs in one basket’;
however, it may surface for good time
now.
BE READY SURVIVE & SUSTAIN
Business Contract Failure to perform
obligations. This will lead to ‘Force
Major / Hardship clause’, notifications
/ mitigation requirements, material
adverse change, suspension of
performance & potential termination,
calling of guarantees, approaching
potential dispute resolution options,
change of price, fixation of one time
settlement amount etc.,
Employees Health and safety,
relocation plan, policies to adapt to
newer working styles.
Banking & Financing For both
parties to relook into representations,
undertakings, material adverse effect,
economic risk and trade finance.
Governance
Change of the way we look at physical
meetings, signatures, inspections etc.,
Insurance To consider re-evaluation of
coverage and responsiveness of existing
policies, loss mitigation through
alteration of existing terms, ensuring
insurer consent etc.,
Banking & Financing
For both parties to relook into

BE READY - TUNE FOR FUTURE
With the global economy rebooting,
newer practices, methods, and skills
will be required for businesses to
adapt to the new market conditions.
Customers would be looking for
partners and products serving the
changing needs and at an optimal
price. Businesses that innovate and
have used the pandemic crisis to
reinvent themselves are the ones likely
to survive. This will hold true across
sectors. In the near to medium term
businesses that have been resilient
during the crisis and have tided the
storm are likely to be rewarded well.
Let’s take a simple test to map whether
the future preparations are in place. If
the question to answer is YES, you can
progress to the next question. If the
answer is NO, then you need to bring
in changes needed in place to reach
YES.
Will you be still needed in the present
shape in the rebooted economy or you
have already aligned yourself for the
future?
Are you priced right for future
economic changes?
Can Your business resiliency be trusted
by your clients?
Can you make yourself more relevant
to your client and also explore
increasing the number of clients?
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If YES, you are surely the Partner
People are looking for!
Conclusion
Dynamism must happen here as well.
Keep in mind that the “demand
trauma” which has struck the world
by surprise during the pandemic is
going to be temporary. While the
world will be perhaps better equipped
to deal with pandemics, given the
lessons learnt from managing this
COVID-19 situation in 2020, the
persistence of demand trauma is not
something that can be predicted or bet
on, as the situation is likely to change
– either gradually or suddenly, once
the virus either claims a lot of lives or
medical innovation and practices lead
to significant recoveries, among those
who contacted the virus. Preparing
for such a pandemic or keeping some
funds in reserve and strategies in place
might be wise. However, to invest in
industries which have significantly
done good business due to a surge in
demand or to deem industries and
businesses where there has been a
drastic decrease of demand or which
have become dormant and appeared
to have died down, is not going to
be a smart move. Because post the
pandemic, all businesses are going to
aim for survival. While the verdict
cannot be out just yet as to which
businesses will survive and which will
perish, all businesses will surely try to
survive and recover.

focus on back on business.
Reinstall V/S Reboot
Seems economy reinstall with renewed
needs. • Standing at same place for
long can be your Kodak moments.
Austerity & Lack of Capital
Austerity measures are likely to stay
for long with governments as well as
individuals.
Align yourself to emerge as
NECESSITY
Demand trauma is temporary
Demand trauma is temporary and
it will re-align during opening up of
economy.
Plan for temporary as well as long team
client needs.
The period ‘post the pandemic’ is going
to be a different workplace from the
ones people left before the lockdown
– as governments will strive to ensure

that their country’s economies survive
and sustain in the global scenario.
Given the downfall, both in terms
of human resources and financial
resources, allegiance to one’s nation
and its allies will become significant in
determining how businesses perform.
The era ‘post the pandemic’ is also
going to be one of different kinds
of conflict, criminal activities and
litigations. Companies will be wise
to keep funds in reserve for these
contingencies or rather an increase of
such contingencies. Quick settlements
will allow focus on business operations
and business continuity.
The global economy is likely to
reinstall, and not reboot. This is
to say, one cannot start where you
left off from – post a period of less
productivity and break. The post
pandemic period is going to be a
world driven by change – different

consumer behaviour, government
regulations, and partnerships and
a new world order with a shift of
power and resources, the needs of
businesses as well as the economy
are expected to change drastically
too. Decision makers will have to be
open to changing business decisions
and strategies based on the evolving
scenarios. Necessity for survival will
probably lead to postponement of
some decisions. Delayed gratification
of previous short-term aims might
help in actualizing a vision of eventual
profitability.
The rules are simple – prepare well for
post lockdown era, it’s not a choice if
you want to be around. Look towards
innovation, technology and price
optimization for continuous progress.

Mr. Gurupawan Singh, President, IIRIS Consulting
Mr. Gurpawan has been working on many solutions related to Risk Management, Intelligence Programming and
Investigations. His experience includes working for prestigious organizations such as United Nations, Accenture,
Control Risks etc. He has been CEO with Business Process Outsourcing Firm as well. Garry has been part of
many path-breaking projects including part of team to earn first ISO 27001 certification in the world. He also
has been awarded with the Sword of Honour and Gold Medal at the Officers Training Academy, Best Commando
and Best Young Officer and a Gallantry Award during his military service. PMI – RMP. He is also a Certified
Anti-Terrorism Specialist (CAS) and an Associate of The Business Investigation and honoured with title of
‘Investigation Personality of the year-2019’ by the Association of Private Security Industry (CAPSI).

New globe emerges.
Be ready for new globe alignment;
impact can be on global governance,
laws and bodies. •   Localization is
likely to have more prominence again.
Your home country will become
more important.
The economic recovery will be dictated
by how the country supports business
and plays in the new global leagues.
It will impact uniformly to all business
set-ups.
More Conflict, Crime And Litigation
The number of conflicts, crime and
litigation is likely to rise; keep funds
for it. • Quick settlements will allow
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Unlike legacy BMS the IoT based open unified BMS
will have two layer structure. The first layer will have
IoT based edge devices such as Chillers, Air Handling
Units, Pumping System, Sensors, Actuators, Detectors,
Cameras RFID readers etc., All these will be interfaced
directly with Cloud server through IoT Gateway. Cloud
server will have data analytics & Building management
system software.
The IoT based Open unified BMS system will have
following advantages over Legacy system:

The shortcomings of the conventional Building
Management system in a hospital are Limited integration
capabilities with no interface with medical equipment,
MIS, Help Desk, Nurse call system & IP telephony.
Moreover inadequate and elementary analytic tools and
non proprietary protocols of medical equipments.
The transition from Legacy BMS system in a hospital to
IoT based open BMS can happen by integrating the assets
of current system to the emerging innovations of IoT
based systems. The Unified system will have progressive
phasing out of the legacy technologies, catalyze the
market of IoT based hospitals & health care units by not
limiting their potential solely on new construction.

IoT IN
HOSPITALS
POST COVID-19 SITUATIONS
By - Pankaj Tiwari
As we all know very well, Internet of Things (IoT) concept is growing leaps and bounds & Its effective
application is also getting wider in Hospitals & Health care facilities. Before I elaborate on IoT in
Hospitals post COVID19 era, it is equally important to appraise the stakeholders on the basic aspects of
Legacy Building Management System (BMS) Scenario in Hospitals in India as of today. The Legacy
BMS System used in hospitals comprises of three layer architecture namely Field Layer, Control layer
& Management Layer. The field layer consists of sensors and actuators. The control layer consists of
microprocessor based Direct Digital controllers & third party integration of ‘Chiller Plant Manager’
(CPM), Fire Alarm panel, DG, UPS, Energy Meters etc. Management Layer which is nothing but
Man Machine interface of the System.
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- It will minimise the field cabling work to a great
extent; . thereby facilitating cost reduction on BMS by
at least 30 to 35 %.
- Number of hard wired points will be minimised due
various IoT based edge devices, which will be able to
communicate with cloud server directly.
- Integration capabilities are going to be enhanced
phenomenally.
- Power Analytic tools will be used.
- Power full dash boards covering streaming of videos
from various medical wards such as Newly born Child
Incubators.

IoT driven BMS architecture will support the realisation
of an Open Unified BMS platform. The objective is to
overcome the complexities of integration, operation and
management of the heterogeneous hospital building
systems by leveraging existing IoT approaches. The goal
is to eliminate vertical data silos and enable the holistic
management of energy across the existing and new
building blocks of the facility.
Now I am going to cover how IoT based systems using
analytics and artificial intelligence is going to be the game
changer in the health care facilities post Covid19 Era .
The Covid19 situation has forced all of us firstly to
make necessary changes in the ICU & ICCU air
conditioning design with emphasis on 100 % exhaust air
and maintaining negative pressure, so that doctors and
medical staff attending the patient are not affected by
spread of virus.
Secondly as per ISHRAE Covid 19 guidelines it is
mandatory to maintain RH levels within 40 to 60 %.
Since below 40% RH there will be a possibility of spread
of virus rapidly into the area and if RH goes beyond 60%
then chances of fungus formation will be quite eminent.
All the above conditions would be maintained using IoT
based temperature, RH, Differential pressure sensors
with valve actuators at cooling coils of AHUs and damper
actuators at air side.
We live in exceptional times, which now affect the
majority of earth population. The Covid 19 pandemic
has affected every aspect of our lives. It is not only the
magnitude of the effects which are nothing less than
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Lead story
hospital to reach and cover more patients in times when
skill shortage is acute. It also protect the medical staff
from infection in cases of communicable pandemics by
minimizing the visits to the patient.
Patient room control Mobile App helps the patient to
monitor temperature, Lighting level, & window blinds
without having to call the nurse from any of the isolation
ward away from the main hospital.
baffling coupled with the speed with which they spread
out. These critical situations create alterations in the
mindset and regular behavioural habits cum life style
people. Though it seems most of the changes are for
worse, a few might be for better specifically in the space
of security, surveillance, Artificial intelligence, Robotics,
Imaging, medical equipment and IoT based monitoring
devices such as health band, Gluco meters, Blood pressure
monitoring etc.
The covid19 has created a disposition urging us to embrace
more advanced technology such as use of contactless
IRIS readers in place of biometric reader, Facial readers
using thermal camera with ability to monitor fore
head temperatures of persons entering into hospitals.
Moreover analytics helps in recognising persons without
wearing face masks.

Social distancing can be maintained in hospitals using
thermal images taken from thermal camera which helps in
mapping heat zones of the crowded areas of the hospitals.

Tele- Ventilator is a new innovation in the field of medical
equipment which can help medical staff in a very big way
during or post Covid19 pandemic. This is developed
by a company based out of Singapore. This needs to be
powered and to be connected to a Wi- Fi network in
remote places, by simply connecting to stable network.
The user can manage all the ventilators from anywhere
with provided login either within the hospital ,a city or
across the Globe.
This technology will augment medical staff of the

Pneumatic tube system is going to be the answer for
delivering medicines from one part of the hospital to
another without the need to deploy any medical staff.
Robotic nurses are being used to deliver medicines and
food to the infected covid19 patients in many hospitals
across the world. The same thing may happen in India
could be at in selected hospitals. IoT based wireless
temperature and RH sensors can be used inside the
refrigerated van for monitoring Temperature and RH
conditions while transporting vaccines to the hospitals.

IoT based wireless
temperature and RH
sensors can be used
inside the refrigerated
van for monitoring
Temperature and RH
conditions while transporting vaccines to the hospitals .
Conclusion: Need of the era is all core groups as well
as end users from different segments – individuals,
establishments, institutions, occupations and society at
large become beneficiaries of IoT applications sooner than
later. In this context Medicare being a highly sensitive,
noble, emotionally attached and most essential service
functions can be rated as most potential stakeholders.
They must grab the opportunities knocking at the doors.
This will ease out the workload, enhance the efficiency
quotient of doctors/ paramedic, facilitation of faster
recovery from illness and ultimately patient delight along
with the associated sense of great relief for their dear and
near ones.

References:
1) Tele-Ventilators being manufactured by ABM
Respiratory Care Singapore.
2) ISHRAE COVID 19 guidelines.
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IoT & ICT - Physical Infrastructure for

SMART BUILDINGS

– Mr. Kiran. K. Katariya

Internet of Things (IoT)
Human beings in various walks of the life (personal, pro
fessional, business, occupational, social etc.) are benefiting
from the Concept of Internet of Things (IoT).
It transforms the devices from being smart by incorporating
its ubiquitous computing, communication technologies and
software applications to influence and revolutionize human
life.
Every ‘industry vertical’ is benefiting out of IoT, from
the public sector/local self - government (like traffic
control/garbage pickup) to the private sector (logistics,
transportation, healthcare).
Three important aspects of IoT are SMART Devices
(Things), Connectivity (Internet) and the Analytics (Big
Data).
With this advent, the Internet is no longer considered a
network of computers. Instead it consists billions of smart
objects along with embedded devices.
With the rise of Rise of SMART Buildings During the
last 10 years, a number of technological development and
research efforts have taken place in IoT domain targeting
smart buildings concepts.
A building that uses technology and processes for
operational efficiency, better health and safety protection
of occupants, improvement in employee productivity and
reduction of adverse impact on the environment can always
aspire to be included in SMART category. Smart building
applications have rapidly advanced as interoperable building
systems coverage over unified network and communication
via common protocols.
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IoT Enabled Buildings:
The evolution in the real estate industry has transformed
itself by changing the concept of an ‘intelligent building’.
As new technologies emerge, different interpretations also
come up based on a situation at given point in time. But
as solutions become mature and widely adopted, they raise
the bar for what it means to be a ‘truly intelligent building’.
In the process, we have entered a new era for intelligent
buildings – ‘The IoT Platform’. The transformation of
Building Management Systems (BMS/BAS) in last 3035 years reveals the benefits it has brought in through the
inclusion of various building services strengthened by new
technologies.

The transition from pneumatic controls to DDC in early
1990s marked the beginning of utilizing computers to
control building equipment. In 1996, the introduction
of the BACnet protocol allowed equipment and device
manufacturers to develop products that were interoperable
with any BAS computer that accepted the BACnet
communication standard. ‘Intelligent Building’ which was
focused on HVAC controls are now allowed other building
systems and equipment to be controlled or monitored
from the BAS computer. Around 2000 Ethernet interfaces
appeared which introduced TCP/IP over the LAN/WAN.
With this, intelligent building had a BAS that could now

connect to more building systems, from any PC and even
remotely while away from the building.
Around 2004-05, the Building Systems Middleware.
Architecture decoupled the controller hardware from the
supervisory application layer which allowed buildings to
manage multiple BAS instances from various vendors.
The ability of 3rd party applications to interact with the
middleware layer came in to existence. This opened up an
entire ecosystem for software companies to innovate and
enhance the idea of the intelligent building.
The Internet of Things (IoT) which has already reached
rapid growth has now reached the commercial real estate
industry.
IoT Platform enhances Building Automation. The focus of
SMART Buildings with this ‘Platform’ has helped improve
the ‘occupant experience’ among tenants and visitors of
the building. The IoT platform integrates data points from
each building system and enables additional analytics and
processing in the Internet cloud. The platform enhances
real time data analytics, space utilization tools, machine
learning, predictive maintenance schedules and various
building controls. Monitoring has changed to smart
sensing, preventive maintenance to predictive maintenance
and onsite building management to remote building
management. The focus is now changing from operators to
occupants as the building are being viewed as business assets
(not just physical assets)
ICT Infrastructure for Convergence:
There are so many used cases around us that work on
convergence of various systems with backup from IP network
and strive hard to provide better end user experience, more
importantly making the buildings responsive to the user′s
actual needs.
They could either be an ultra HD video streaming or
bandwidth intensive low latency applications. The list keeps
on evolving every day. This includes telepresence in critical
facilities like healthcare and data centres, interactive learning
among educational facilities, highly dense populated venues
and stadium. All of them need convergence of IoT with IT.
The latest concept that has become the nervous system of
SMART building is the ICT infrastructure. Obviously the
objectives and outcome decide how the system design could
be based on stakeholder’s inputs. Now they can’t just work in
silos as in traditional culture, Instead, a proper coordination
is required between IT and Facility managers for better
communication of IoT with IT.

An integrated communications infrastructure that supports
wired and wireless networks and applications powers the
connectivity of an intelligent / SMART building. It’s quite
obvious that each building has its unique significance based
on its application and Criticality. Connectivity deployment
for IoT is comparatively easy because the international
standards are in place. The good news is they keep upgrading
as the technology evolves and end user demand changes.

Planning Considerations for Physical ICT Infrastructure
Communication network for SMART building needs
consideration of various technologies with reg. to their scope
and desired outcomes clearly defined by all stakeholders with
identifications of an appropriate system via-a-vis owner/user
level operational factors. Key technical considerations are
mentioned bellow,
1. Wi-Fi:
The role and value of Wi-Fi is always expanding. Functions
thought impossible 20 years ago are commonly achieved
through Wi-Fi today. The IoT based digital living and
situations like current pandemic are driving the need for
robust and reliable Wi-Fi.
Wi-fi 6 is now available with certified components that
ensure scalability for engagement with different devices and
network equipment.
Wi-Fi Deployment Checklist shall include Professional
survey to understand the building structure, Lengths, area of
Coverage, Cabling Infrastructure, Power Requirements and
Testing Methodology for Speed, Efficiency and Performance
delivery.
2. “Fibre in the Building”:
Fibre has become an essential media of communication
in a building irrespective of all its operations. Passive
Optical Lans (Pol), a technology which shares similarities
with FTTB (fibre -to-the-building)/FTTx networks is
being deployed in Buildings. This can simplify or replace
traditional structured cabling, with its multiple levels of
switch and router aggregation. POL uses single-mode fiber
delivered closer to users and devices, flattening the LAN,
eliminating long-distance constraints and reducing the
quantity of cabling required . It is also potentially more
secure, and generally needs less maintenance. In addition,
new composite cabling conveniently combines the distance
and bandwidth capabilities of a single-mode fiber with
much more electric power-carrying capability over longer
distances.
3. In-Building Wireless:
One of the most important distinctions among various
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IBW solutions is their capacity to interface with the wireless
operators who run the macro networks.
Single-operator solutions may be the simplest to set up and
the least expensive to operate, but they can lock you into a
single operator relationship for all users
Multi-operator solutions interface with as many networks as
required, though the way this is achieved varies by solution
type. Some, like small cells, require additional radios for each
new operator added. Others, like DAS, connect directly to
more than one operator’s core network without additional
modification.
Different IBW solutions operate at different power levels,
the efficiency of which and effectiveness are determined
by the size, shape and construction of the enterprise space
served by the IBW solution.
Cloud RAN (Radio Access Network) is a key emerging
trend of virtual or deployments in the buildings and Venues.
These will add another “convergence” layer for future inbuilding wireless, as it may blend indoor infrastructure/fibre
with macro/outdoor systems to create new hybrids.

devices that need Power. Smart buildings now require not
only data transmission between devices, but also efficient
power delivery. Because PoE transmits data and power over
a standard Ethernet cable, this cabling technology lets you
deploy devices at any location – even far from electrical
outlets.
Today, PoE can provide power up to 100W in situations
where high-power devices are deployed per the newest PoE
standard: IEEE 802.3bt.

4. AV over IP
Audio Visual systems over IP (internet Protocol) has
unmatched benefits in performance, reducing complexities
and better control of the system.
• Increased Data Transmission - Faster Communication, All
Devices on same network, Digitized system
• Centralize management with IP Control – web-based
interfaces, access from any location
• Simplified Cabling – one cable, Easier connection,
comparatively less labor and maintenance.

6. New Technology and Business Model
With all the new technologies and solution, we can
summarize that separate network domains are converging as
they evolve in technology and business model.
The cellular wireless systems, Gigabit fixed broadband for
MDUs, Wi-Fi technology, Optical LAN and Cloud based
Radio Access Network are all converging on common
network to enable IoT in buildings.
ICT infrastructure is the backbone for all the devices that
run on the network. And taking good care for this network
is important.

5. Power Over Ethernet
All above mentioned technological solutions push for

DISTINCTION NOTE ON GROUNDING
& EARTHING SYSTEM - A PROLOGUE
TO EQUIPMENT & HUMAN SAFETY
- Er. P. K. Pattanaik

Pover over Ethernet design and deployment checklist shall
consist of end application, Power requirement, cabling
considerations, length of devices, cable bunching and
importantly PoE testing in accordance with Manufacturers
guidelines for warranty support.

Mr. Kiran K Katariya is Director of Relight ICT Consulting. With his 17 years of experience as ELV / ICT Consultant
and Technology Trainer, Kiran has helped organizations effectively plan, strategies and implement their ICT Setup to scale
seamlessly and adapt future applications. Kiran is BICSI certified RCDD, DCDC professional with Graduation in Mechanical
Engineering. He is also Certified Data Center Specialist with international credentials as CTDC (Certified TIA-942 Design
Consultant) and CDCS. Kiran is He is an ELV system specialist for SMART buildings and Public Places.

Preface: As per dictionary meaning “Ground” is the “top
portion” of the soil and “Earth” the ‘underneath’ of it. But
electrical science describes a clear - cut distinction between
two. Accordingly, they are conspicuously being spelt as
“GROUNDING” and “EARTHING” respectively. Based
on the interpretations in relation to the concepts and
theories of electrical engineering, each terminology carries
its own meaning. However fortunately, they culminate on
‘safety’ as the ‘converging point’
Despite both (ground & earth) ‘physically remaining same,
the paths (rather circuits in electrical term) by which the
same ‘point’ is accessed by each of them can be different.
Through this article, following definitions are being
reemphasized- rather re appraised. They are proven and
time - tested versions. Hope our beloved readers – either
in electrical and/or non-electrical profession (younger and
elderly) – shall be able to appreciate, find them palatable as
well as easily digestive!
“GROUNDING”: Ensuring connectivity between “current
carrying components” of the whole electrical system and the
earth is called GROUNDING. This segment deals with the
actual quantum potential in the circuit which may result into
a “full flow of fault current” during any abnormal situation.
Therefore, the system becomes part of the circuit and does
the role of controlling all electrical parameters during such
a condition.
“EARTHING”: Ensuring connectivity between
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“non - current carrying components” of the whole electrical
system and the earth is called EARTHING. Therefore,
this system deals with controlling of electrical parameters
all through the metallic non-current carrying parts during
an un-expected/ non- desirable contact of “electrically live”
components with other “non-live” metallic ones.
End of the day, functioning of both the above systems is
aimed at safeguarding people and the equipment. In the
process, engineers associated with the design selection,
installation, operation & maintenance management of the
most important electricity driven utility among almost all
occupations, tend to agree upon one moot fact. That pertains
to the significant need for developing ‘best practices’ towards
the upkeep of both Earthing and Grounding. Thereby, the
system becomes an integral chain link of a safety network.
For more clarity a summation could be like this:
If GROUNDING facilitates the protection of equipment
against work interruption, damage or destruction.
EARTHING takes care of Life safety!!
Basic requirement for the creation of such a situation calls
for a perfect ZERO POTENTIAL and quick discharge of
fault current during abnormal conditions like imbalance in
the system, contact of live parts to the metallic enclosures
etc., So to maintain this system intact as far as feasible,
EARTH being the universal conductor is chosen as the
‘fourth’ wire in the electrical system. This conductor is
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maintained underneath the ground by laying metallic devices
like electrodes, flats, plates, rods etc., The system efficiency
depends upon the pattern of burying the conductors,
their size, distance of separation and design aspect of the
underground layout/ routing.
1.1. Effects as per IEEE 242-1986 7.2.5.
i. Ungrounded systems have the potential and probability
of severe over-voltages discharge to ground, which can be as
high as six or eight times phase voltage on specific occasions.
This can puncture insulation and result into additional
ground faults.
ii. The occurrence of a second ground fault (before the first
fault is cleared) will result in a Phase to-Ground-to-Phase
fault, usually termed as arcing. This can be of a magnitude
large enough to do damage during some situations or too
small to activate over-current interruption devices in time to
prevent or minimize damage.
iii. Ungrounded systems offer no advantage over highresistance grounded systems in terms of continuity of
service. On the contrary they possess the disadvantages of
transient over-voltages, difficulty in locating the first fault
and burn downs from a second ground fault.
1.2. TYPES OF EARTHING SYSTEM: For safety of the
working personnel, the metallic parts (exposed non-current
conducting segments) of the electrical equipment are
connected to earth and its design pattern depends upon the
requirement and suitability of the system network. During
abnormal conditions like faults or contacts between live and
non-live metallic parts, the fault current flows through the
‘Equipment earthing’ conductor and returns to the ‘Supply
Source’ instead of passing through operator’s body in case
he/she accidentally touches the metallic part. The pattern
of flow of return current to source depends upon the use of
earth connection to the equipment body. Followings are the
good safety practices to be adhered to for such system.
All non-current carrying metal parts associated with HV /
EHV installation shall be effectively earthed to an earthing
to:

(from the French word Terre), N=Neutral, S=Separate,
C=Combined & I=Isolated).

in the system. Now the magnitude of this current and
pattern of flow depend upon the earthing arrangement. This
calls for subsequent connection of an earthing conductor to
the grounding system. Sometimes during the dissipation of
this current to ground causes the GPR (Ground Potential
Rise) Followed by the generation of an -intolerable value
of ‘Touch and Step’ Potential, in turn causing harm to the
working personnel.

a. TT
b. TN-S
c. TN-C
d. TN-CN-S(PME),
e. IT
1.2.1. TT –Both earthing are not connected electrically.
This system has the Earthing at ‘Source end’ and metallic
extraneous conducting part is connected for local earthing
1.2.2.

1.2.4.3. TN-C-S: This is similar to the TN-C system,
except that there could be separate earth connection at
consumers’ premises. Sometimes due to the availability of
multiple earthing throughout the network, this is also called
PME (Protective Multiple Earthing)
1.2.4.4. One Single conductor categorized as Neutral is
run to the total network. The PEC is usually connected and
separated by provision of LINK.

1.2.3. TN – This is the Source System. Therein, metallic
exposed parts of the installation are electrically connected
with the earthing system. TN is further classified into
1.2.4. TN-S, TN-C, & TN-C-S systems
1.2.4.1. TN-S :- In this, Neutral of the source is connected
with earth at one point only, preferably near to the
source and the protective earth conductor is connected
to the neutral. This PEC (Protective Earth Conductor) is
connected separately.

1.2.5. IT– This system has the Neutral either unearthed or
earthed through high impedance and the exposed conductive
parts of the installation are connected to electrically

(i) Limit the ‘step and touch’ potential to tolerable values.
(ii) Limit ground potential rise to tolerable value
(iii) Maintain the resistance of earth connection to safe
limit.
Regulation No. 48 (Equipment and installation >650 V
pertaining to Electricity Rules) also duly covers the above
aspect.
In addition, as per BS 7671 and IS 3047, five types of
earthing system are usually advisable based on the interphase
between grounding and equipment earthing. Broadly it is
classified into three parts (TT, TN and IT). The first letter
is indicative of connection of system earthing, second one
for the equipment earthing and the third about the concept
for neutral and protective conductor. (Where, T=Earth
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independent of earth electrodes at the consumers’ premises.

1.2.4.2. TN-C: In this, both Neutral of the source and
protective earth conductor are combined, connected and
run through the total system as ‘neutral wire’ with earthing
at one point only, preferably near to source.

1.3. SAFETY ASPECTS: Thanks to the ongoing narratives
on the grounding/earthing system, the pattern of further
discussions should encourage us to explore the basics of
the end point – i.e., assured SAFETY. This needs to be
addressed in a focused manner from the point of view to save
people as well as equipment. The connection of grounding
to the electrical system shall be linked to the flow of fault
current and least time availability of this dangerous energy

1.3.1 Equipment Safety Consideration:
Electrical equipment has windings and insulation as the main
constituents for safe control of all ‘electrical’ parameters.
Insulation among the windings is arranged such a way to
protect the equipment from the voltage breakdown and
avoid the leakage of live current to earth system. To achieve
this, quality and quantity of insulation with its positioning
in the equipment becomes very significant when it comes
to safe management of system voltage. Similarly flow of
current and its effect on the system like development of heat
(Temperature) rise on the winding should be ascertained.
This can result into subsequent damage to the system
depending upon the sizing of winding conductor used in the
system vis-à-vis the network arrangement.
During fault condition, both the electrical parameters
(current and voltage) change (fluctuate) on its magnitude
and phase angles. Depending on the development of
required potential, the fault current takes its own path to
flow. Being detected by the available protection scheme, the
system enables quick isolation of the faulty part from the
healthy part. Maximum cases of damage become severe due
to the flow of faulty current through the equipment. This
happens because of the development of excessive heat on
the winding. Accordingly, engineers plan for the control of
this current during fault condition. Pattern of the design is
considered in two methods as mentioned below:
i. Provision of Protective device for quick detection
and isolation of the faulty parts. (Like use of Miniature
Circuit Breakers (MCBs), Moulded Case Circuit Breakers
(MCCB’s), Residual Current Circuit Breakers (RCCB’s),
Sensitive Relays etc., with its circuitry)
ii. Provision of system arrangement for reduction of fault
current (Use of proper Earthing system for quick flow to
universal Earth Sink).
1.3.2: Personal Safety Considerations:
The vulnerable areas of concern in the electrical system
at which human safety precedes everything else could be
identified as follows.
i. All Possibilities of touching the metallic enclosure part of
an electrical equipment
ii. Chances of touching other metallic installations in the
system
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iii. Probabilities of walking along the affected areas under
‘fault condition’.
The accidental touch of live conductor to the extraneous
metallic enclosure of the equipment causes ‘exposure’ based
voltage potential within it. Based on the impedance path in
the system, this fault current attempts to flow to the source
of its origin. With reg. to certain conditions of solid earthing
system, the current magnitude can go high, but quickly it
gets discharged to the ground. But in the presence of some
other conditions related to any impendence in between,
there could be enhancement of resistance resulting to a
delayed discharge of fault current into the ground. In sequel,
there could be subsequent heating and damage of the system
or electrocution from ‘live’ part.  Hence it is always advisable
not to use impedance (resistance/reactance) for equipment
earthing and it should be allowed to move at the easiest path
to the universal earth mat in the system.
The potential responsible for the current to pass through the
human body is described in three different manners.
a) ‘Touch’ Potential (touching any ‘live’ part which leads to
current flow through body),

Example: In case of a TT System of connection, where an
accidental contact with a live conductor to metallic part
occurs, the victim can be exposed to the available voltage.
Now thanks to earthing of this structure, the fault current
will try to flow towards the source through one of the two
paths containing adequate earth resistance. Obviously, the
other could be through human body. In the latter case,
the consequence depends on the resistance offered by
the victim’s affected part. This situation may as well cause
electrocution in case the current value exceeds the tolerance
limits attributed to people at different current values
(refer next para 1.3.3.below). Similarly, for other kind of
connection, the ‘flow of fault current’ and corresponding
safeguards to the human being can be ascertained based on
the earthing system,
With reg. to the design of a universal earth mat system
following interrelated factors are considered:
1.3.3: Concept on Electric Shock: The flow of electric
current and its effect on vital organ of the body that results
into muscular pain and ventricular fibrillation followed by
severed blockage of blood circulation. This can be called
ELECTRIC SHOCK. Its severity factors are based upon
few important considerations as listed below:.
H= I2 Rt
Where H= Energy absorbed by the body
R= Resistance of the body
      I= Electric current flow
      t= duration of current flow

1.3.4: The other basic and bare minimum technical design
values to be considered are listed in this table.
Attribute
Segment -I

Value

Attribute
Segment - II

Value

Surface
3000 OhmResistivity
mtr
for crushed
rock

Ambient
Temp.

50 0 C

Final Takeaway “BEING  DULY EARTHED STRONGLY
& EFFECTIVELY WITH GOOD GROUNDING
SYSTEM” is the sum total this article had modestly tried
to convey

Resistivity
of Steel

15 Micro
Ohm- mtr

Density of
Material

7.86 gms/cc

The author wishes you all the best in maintaining BEST
SAFETY practices while handling the most powerful as
well inevitable Electrical Energy source on 24x7 basis - all
through the life span.

Specific
heat of
material

0.114 Cal/
gm/ 0 C

Max. Temp.
of Bolted
joint

500 0 C

Depth of
Burial Mat

0.6-0.7 mtr

Soil
Resistivity

100 Ohmmtr

Duration
of Fault
Current

1 Sec

Type of
Electrode

MS Flat (
50 ×6 mm )
( 50x8 mm)

Human
body
Resistance

1000-1500
Ohm

Allowable
Corrosion

1 % per
annum for
the 1st 12
yrs and 0.5
% for the
next 12 yrs
as per ISS
3043/1987

i. Magnitude of electric current
ii. Duration of current flow
iii. Frequency of current involved

b) ‘Step’ Potential (The current flow   path manifesting  
between the feet), and
c) Transferred Potential (Due to Electrified Device and
because of induction. The close vicinity metal conductor
may lead to the development of Electrical Potential and
inadvertent touching on it by people or any other living
being like rats, lizards, reptiles (like snakes etc.,).
The development of the potential on the metallic parts
depends upon the use of earthing system and its connectivity
to the faulted parts. In case of non-earthing, the potential
magnitude across the victim either due to touching on a
faulted part or walking on the affected area depends upon
the values of fault current and the resistance offered by the
affected parts of the persons..
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The flow of current on any system depends upon the
potential difference between the points of consideration.
When this concept of flow is considered for the human
being, the resistance of the body and voltage applied across
decides the quantity of current flow. But the design of the
human body has certain limitations with reg. to the capacity
to withstand the current flow and related data of current
values are listed below:
 Perception current = 1mA
 Let go current = 1 to 6 mA
 Muscular contraction current = 9 to 20 mA
 Ventricular fibrillation current = 60 to 100mA
 Resistance of Human body = 500 – 3000 Ohms
Normal design value of resistance (Between one hand to
both feet or between one foot to the other foot) = 1000
Ohm.

Understanding the basics as well as significance of all nuances
pertaining to EARTHING Systems and adherence level of
the same define the difference between Safety & Accident!

Current
density
of earth
conductor

100A/mm2

2. CONCLUSION: This article has tried to cover the
entire concept of safety consideration of both equipment
and human beings. It could be concluded now that in
case of any eventuality, the final outcome depends on the
flow of fault current to universal earth system within the
quickest possible time. During this flow, there could be
development of potentials at different points depending
on the impendence path in the system. These potentials
sometimes become intolerable and can hamper the safety of
the operator. Hence a standardized, duly installed, effectively
functioning, regularly checked, periodically inspected,
adequately maintained and well-kept earthing system is the
only choice for the safety of both people and equipment.

Er. P.K.Pattanaik, DGM (Elect), Odisha Power
Transmission Corporation Ltd. – Odisha.
Having 29 years of technical experience on
various HT and EHT voltage level in the
field of transmission sector. Specialization on
the development techno-economical design
of protection control schemes for system
development and system planning. At present
he is involved with various on-going projects on
GIS, SAS and updated Remote SCADA control
stations of OPTCL.
He has publication of around 103 technical
papers in National and International arena
and a regular contributor to the National
journals like Electrical Mirror, Electrical India,
CBIP journal and IEEMA journal. He has
been awarded in various arena on National
and International level. He has authored many
technical books, the recent publications being
TECHNICAL MIRROR Case Studies under
Icon media Publications.
He is also the coordinator of a Technical Electrical
Engineers’ Group named “SPARK- Ignited to
share” with around 3200 members all across
the nation with eminent and Senior Electrical
Engineers of the country.
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Implementing PSM System in SME
Chemical Industries
- Mr. R. Muthukrishnan

Process Safety Management Systems, popularly known
as PSM systems have been in practice since the 90’s and
implementation of PSM systems is a statutory requirement
in US and other developed countries.
Chemical companies in India are voluntarily adopting PSM
systems to drive performance improvements and to the best
of their abilities and resources. Needless to say, companies
like Reliance Industries Limited, Indian Oil Corporation,
and other big names in the chemical industry have already
implemented these and are reaping the benefits in their
manufacturing sites. Many chemical companies are members
of Indian Chemical Council and they have adopted the
‘Responsible Care’ Program. Even there, Process Safety is
one of the seven codes and they need to implement PSM
program to comply with the requirements of those codes.
Both Responsible Care and PSM systems go hand in hand
and complement each other.
What is a PSM system
The PSM system as stipulated by Occupational Safety
and Health Administration, (OSHA), USA, consists of
14 elements and came into force in 1992. It is a statutory
requirement for the chemical companies to operate in USA.
The list of 14 elements are given are given in the following
illustrative diagram.

Fig 1: Fourteen elements of OSHA’s PSM Progam
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If your process safety systems (PSS) are good, the right
question to ask is: ‘if I relocate the factory overnight to a
location in USA, would I meet the requirements of OSHA
to operate the factory?’. If the answer is negative, it is time
to look at your PSS. Beyond OSHA’s 14 elements, there
is the more advanced Risk Based Process Safety (RBPS)
Management Systems introduced by Center for Chemical
Process Safety (CCPS) in the year 2007. The RBPS consists
of 20 elements and the list of the same is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: CCPS 20 elements of PSM system
While there is no doubt that implementing PSM system is
the way to go to improve the process safety performance,
many Indian chemical companies in the medium and small
scale sector are hesitant to implement PSM for a variety of
reasons. Major issues that come in the way of implementation
are as below:
i. Some owners believe that PSM systems are suited only
for large scale companies and companies which are fully
automated.
ii. Some others feel it is too costly to implement PSM systems
and will drain their precious and limited resources on hand.
iii. Few others are sceptical of the success largely attributing
the cause to differing process safety cultures across the
industry.
Let us see how these issues can be addressed and help SMEs

to implement the PSM systems in their sites.
Issue #1: PSM System is suited only for big companies and
not designed for smaller companies in mind
Irrespective of the scale, all chemical factories handling
highly hazardous chemicals and those operating with
extreme temperatures and pressures will need to implement
PSM systems. Following chemical factories should adopt
PSM systems as they handle toxic, corrosive, or flammable
substances and operate at wide range of pressures and
temperatures:
• Crude oil Refineries and upstream processing facilities
• Gas production and processing facilities
• Petrochemical and polymer industries
• Fertilizers,
• Paper and pulp
• Utilities generating plants such as Nitrogen, oxygen, steam
generation, thermic fluid systems
• Chlorine, fluorine and bromine and the derivatives
• Organic chemicals such as in pharmaceuticals,
• Agrochemicals and pesticides,
• Inorganic chemicals such as nitric acid, sulfuric acid, etc.
It is not correct to say that chemical companies in the SME
sector do not need PSM systems. Irrespective of scale, the
hazard exists in any chemical factory that handles toxic,
flammable, corrosive and reactive substances. In fact, most
SME companies operate in batch mode using the same
reactors for multiple products and their operations are highly
labor intensive. In such a scenario, the hazards and risks are
very high compared to large scale plants which operate with
minimum manpower and are highly automated.
The good thing is that the system can be tailored to suit
the scale of operations without diluting the risk reduction
potential.
Issue #2: PSM systems are costly to implement and SMEs
cannot afford to spend so much money
The key feature of RBPS is that it helps to assign the limited
resources where they are badly needed. For example, if a
facility employs hundreds of contract workers to carry out
their maintenance jobs, the resources should be focussed on
the two elements, namely, contractor safety and mechanical
integrity. On the other hand, if the factory is highly
automated, and maintenance systems are good, the focus
has to be on developing a strong process safety culture. So,
a company does not have to immediately focus on all the
20 elements, but has to assign resources to those elements,
which, if not implemented would pose high risk to the
facility personnel.

Also, each element can be tailored to suit the availability of
resources on hand. Take for example, implementation of
Management of Change (MOC) in a small factory visa vis
in a bigger factory. Approval of a MOC necessarily requires
a process hazard analysis tobe conducted for the change and
the findings are required to be incorporated in the MOC.
Subsequently, changes to operating procedures have to
be updated in SOPs and people have to be trained in the
changes. In bigger sites, all these activities are automated in
an ERP. For a smaller site, a handwritten MOC procedure
can specify the above requirements and together with
a checklist the requirements of this element can be met
more effectively at less cost. There is no need to buy a costly
software and drain the resources.
So RBPS can be used to focus on those elements that are key
to risk reduction and use judiciously the limited resources
available.
Issue #3: PSM systems will not succeed in SME scale
companies because of differing process safety cultures
across the industry.
This is really a problem in SMEs especially in older
chemical companies. Take fore example, the PSM element,
‘Operating Procedures’. There are companies, where people
operate the plant without any written down SOPs; even if
there are procedures, they are used only for IMS certification
purposes and not for actual operation and training. When
you go and tell them, your SOPs are not complete and miss
finer details, the usual response is we have operated the plant
for last several years without any process safety incidents and
there is no need for detailed operating procedures. Similar
response comes for every element that is critical to process
safety. The culture of operating the assets in a very informal
manner, without any documents, and relying on seniors for
troubleshooting exists in all SMEs to a large extent. Even in
emergency, the shift engineer is required to take approval
from the owner for shutdown. This culture can only be
changed by a proper change management program and
with support from the owners. Educating the owners of the
SME companies on the importance of implementing PSM
systems is crucial to the safe operation of SMEs in India.
Conclusion:
While there are several issues that come in the way of
implementation, only three major issues have been discussed
here. Owners’ commitment is essential in addressing all
issues even in a tighter budget. But giving a flexible time
schedule is key to success.

Mr. R. Muthukrishnan is a Chemical Engineer with more than 40 years of experience in design, detailed engineering,
commissioning and operation of large petrochemical plants. For major part of his career he worked in Vadodara and Nagothane
Complexes of Indian Petrochemicals Corporation Limited and in the corporate headquarters of Reliance Industries Limited
in Mumbai. Currently he is an independent consultant operating from Vadodara and specializes in implementation of PSM
systems in small and medium scale chemical industries.
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Power Transformers –
Fire Safety Concerns & Remedies
–Major Prakash Kapade

(both the above possibilities are very rare because of the
specification oil quality devoid of dissolved Oxygen content
and tight sealing on tank respectively both preventing the
formation of a combustible mixture within)
The major apprehension of the end user is whether they can
use water to douse transformer fires. This is more a perception
or myth as against rationale. Otherwise how is it possible
that all transformers duly function during monsoons?
Another reality is when a transformer is on fire, no electrical
system is kept ‘alive’ and both grid and secondary supplies
are kept isolated.
However, despite the probability of transformer fire
Occurrence being rare, there is a definite risk looming
large. That is the possibility of a serious/ catastrophic fire or
explosion leading to gutting and total damage to transformer
along with other valuable assets, life safety in the location.

oxygen content above oil phase which will not be enough to
support combustion – as already mentioned against para 01
above -causation factors for fire ).
In addition, there can be
i) Pool fires in transformer yard or soak pits.
ii) Exceeding the time - based reliability factor of a given
transformer or its poor maintenance/ upkeeping system can
also be a fire causation factor.
It must also be appreciated that one of the systems (i.e.,
Nitrogen injection) as ‘recommended’ permissible in the
NBC may not be able to address 50% of the fire relevant
risks in an open switchyard or MRSS /MPSS areas especially
since power transformers are mostly installed in open
Whereas HVWS System Covers 90- 95% of Power
Transformer Area fire protection.

An earnest Submission: If we are planning to set up a
Fire Protection System for a Critical Asset like a Power
Transformer, the proposition must be dealt with carefully.
Here are the significant tips in that direction.
Contents
01: Challenges in Fire Protection of Power
Transformers.
02: Diverse Choices Available as per Codes.
03: Pros & Cons of Diverse Options Offered By Indian
National Codes.
04: Recommendations of International Codes.
05: Conclusions & Advisory

Fire Safety Attributes of Power Transformers
Author is a Fire, Life Safety , MEP Design & Engineering
Consultant. He is also an Electrical as well as Fire Safety
system designer cum specialist. He holds Pragmatic Views
on National & International Standards and has shared the
opinions in this article based on criticality of Fire & Life
safety as well as key assets in different types of power
transformers.
01. Challenges
The Conceptual approach to establish a good and
appropriate fire protection system for a power transformer
is based on any of the following:
a) Project/Equipment specific Fire safety requirements.
b) Time factorwith reg.. to the completion of a green field
project.
c) Compliance aspect against the recommendations
from an independent/ external Fire & Electrical Audit
company associated with a brown field project where Non
Conformities (NCR) are to be closed.
The end user’s knowldege and expertize with reg. to electrical
risk factors could be fairly high and adequate. However
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this needs to be complemented equally with respect to the
appreciation and understanding on the relevant Fire Safety
systemes as depicted in the audit findings. He must also
be well acquainted about the availability of required types
of Fire protection Systems availability in the market. They
must also be gauged against the applicable Fire Safety Codes
and what should be the best one in relation to this critical
asset. At times he may even get carried away by possibly
incorrect recommendations given by a particular system
supplier besides not being able to conduct a proper due
diligence in weighing pros & cons by comparing with other
better suited items which could be available in the market..
This paper does a thorough analysis thereby providing a
good opportunity to the end user such that he can take a
legitimate call.

Most industries like Power, Cement, Steel, Textile
and other Plants are usually located in remote areas
and normally have only one power grid. The supply
could also be from a source located several kilometers
away. The cost of standby transmission line or even
additional generator could also be significantly
high and most of investors may consider them un
affordable.
Commonly observed fire causation factors in transformer
are:
i) Either Short Circuit or Flashover (mainly).
ii) Very rarely due to internal arcing within the tanks because
of:
a) Sufficient dissolved oxygen within the oil.
b) Presence of free Oxygen.

02: There are two options available As per National
Building Codes (NBC) of India
In this regard, there are also 2 systems that are promulgated by
NBC (2016 rev.)which could be applicable to transformers.
i) High Velocity Water Spray System also termed as HVWS
and
ii) Nitrogen Injection System.
Both the above are highly desirable and generally applicable.
In case of transformers of 10MVA or more capacity and
equipped with Oil tank of more than 2000 liters Either
of the above are mandatory as well. Both the codes are so
diverse and the compliance aspects of each needs to be
understood clearly before selecting the one more suited to
the environment (operational area) where the transformer
is presently installed. Also, it needs to be preceded by an
appropriate Risk Assessment (RA) related to all possible
hazardswhich are duly identified and appreciated. The RA
must as well address mitigation measures measured against
all hazards being considered.
There are chances of failure causation leading to fire
occurrences in transformers which pertain to:
a) High Voltage (HV) rated Bushing or lead (one of the
most common being observed).
b) Either termination points of Transformer Cable
termination points or oil filled cable boxes(second major
cause)
c) On Load Tap Changer (OLTC)
There could also be internal arc generation within the
components leading to vapor release and pressure buildup
which can exceed the rating of oil tank. This can as well lead
to its rupture (which is a remote possibility because of less

03: Pros & Cons of HVWS vis-à-vis Nitrogen Injection
System
HVWS System equipped with Deluge Valves: The deluge
system can immediately extinguish an “external” fire to a
transformer arising out of cable termination boxes, HV
bushing or Porcelain Insulators by cooling the fuel as well as
vapor suppression/ smothering which is the most essential
requirement to prevent the formation of fuel air mixture
within flammable range. It can also bring down the surface
temperature of oil tank, piping and the cooler bank. All
these shall help prevent a rupture which can occur in an
otherwise fire/explosion scenario. An HVWS system is a
fixed fire protection arrangement especially a conventional
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hydrant piping can go dry. In such a scenario the HVWS can
also work as a makeup filler if hydraulic trim is used. Thus,
the unit always remains pressurized, till a fire condition is
detected. Once that happens, the deluge valve is operated
to distribute pressurized water to the nozzles or sprinklers
for directing the flow onto the protected object(s). Various
types of sensors can be used in the detection system. The
popular ones include those meant for detection of heat,
smoke, infrared and/or ultraviolet radiation etc.,
Another type of detection sensor makes use of a material
having lower melting point at the spray nozzles, When
the melting occurs, sensor causes a loss of pressure in
downstream piping from the deluge valve. This situation
actuates the automatic opening of deluge valve resulting into
effective cooling.
The second type of technology (as already mentioned
earlier) is also being used.
i.e., The Nitrogen Injection System which is more suitable
for indoor transformers because whenever you use this inert
gas a closed enclosure will be ensured. Nitrogen induced
enclosure is most effective since It also brings the oxygen
level much below the required concentration to form a
flammable mixture with the fuel (transformer oil) vapor. In
this system the Inert gas cylinders are installed outside the
building enclosure or an insulation panel is created around
the transformer. Inert gas is injected automatically into the
enclosure by interlocking with a smoke and/or transformer
fault detection signal. Selection and combination of
triggering signals depends upon each user’s requirements
and they are based on the AND gate concept (Fault Tree
Analysis – FTA) of a circuit for alarm and evacuation.
Transformer fault detection signal can consist of pressure
relief device or ‘Buchholz Relay’
This system is designed to prevent tank explosion and
fire during internal faults. However, it cannot take care
of fire in bushing & cable termination boxes. It has been
noticed that Nitrogen Injection System is not a fool proof
design as it only tries to address internal fires which are
very rare. Besides, the fires occurring due to bushing, cable
termination boxes, pool fires etc., which are more common
also cannot be tackled by this system unlike the HVWS.
Also the cost of Nitrogen injection is significantly higher
than water based system. There are also concerns with reg.
to assured Nitrogen cylinder supply. Above all maintaining
equipment healthiness with regard to compressed Nitrogen
gas cylinder body, leak proof condition of valves, piping
connectors, joints etc., are difficult and tall orders. This is
despite the intent and sincere attempts to undertake all
types of preventive tests as per Gas Cylinder rules (like visual
examination, leak checks, hydrotesting etc.,) Therefore, it is
always desirable to go for better/ viable options like HVWS.
Most Important aspect: It shall be noted that International
standards like NFPA 15 advocates the use of HVWS system
for Openly located transformers so as to achieve :
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a) Extinguishment of Fire
b) Control of Burning
c) Exposure Protection
NFPA 15 advocates use of only HVWS Systems for outdoor
transformers as it takes care of all potential hazard ratings.
Besides, there is no mention of Nitrogen Injection System as
part of NFPA 15 codes.
As already mentioned earlier, Nitrogen Injection system is
meant for enclosed areas. It does not offer solutions for fires
involving bushings, cable termination assemblies, OLTC,
Pools, Soak pits etc., Yes, it is a reliable technique to ward off
Internal arcing by creating an inert atmosphere within the
tank. As mentioned before such scenarios are very rare.
04 Recommendations by International Standards:
NFPA & IEC standards also advocate additional protection
for transformer apart from HVWS by enhancing defense
mechanism through following recommendations:
Transformers shall be equipped with faster, good quality
as well as duplicated protection arrangements and that too
preferably for 2 cycle circuit breakers. This will reduce the
adverse Impacts through faults and minimise the arcing
energy within transformer if an internal failure does occur.
Another inevitable aspect is related to the oil tank. Over
a period, they normally undergo changes based on the
modifications that evolve in the unit as a whole (for
technical viability against productivity enhancement based
on increasing customer demand etc.,). Accordingly the tank
design needs to be flexible.  In that case HVWS can not only
provide volume expansion, but also withstand the pressure
and deformation from the pressure surges created by the
arc vis-à-vis the time required for the protection to be
activated. This helps prevent fault and arcing on circuit
breaker.

and heat exposure protection, pool fires, soak pit fires etc.,
whereas Nitrogen injection system which can only protect
oil tank fires. Internal windingcould prove to be better
where major arc faults (which are one among the major
causes of fire) can be prevented. Besides, absence of oxygen
also prevents fire spread in this area. HVWS is economical
in cost by at least 15 – 25% as water is abundantly available
as compared to Nitrogen. Above all availability of basic
fire water pump house and related infrastructure (that are
always available) can as well be coupled with this system.
International standards advocate use of the Nitrogen System
for enclosed volumes where transformers are located within
a building.
Your Viewpoints on this article?
Your Inputs & Comments Can help Us Make our Article&
Advisory more meaningful.
Please write to us if you found this Article useful.
Disclaimer: The Information mentioned in this article is
based on author’s own professional opinion and thought
process In no way it is no way it outweighs any prevalent
engineering systems by given in good faith. Contractors

are free to make their own choices or , judgments about
a particular system based on the pros & cons and their
preferences.
We also advice that only designers with sufficient knowledge
of National & International Standards shall design or
execute these systems as sufficient clearances and gaps need
to be maintained, safety interlocks to be designed based on
the high voltage environment present in the switchyard and
as per requirements & compliance of all statutory provisions
governed by duly authorized regulatory control agencies or
departments.
Note : The Information given in this article is not to be
reproduced or circulated by any business or publishing
information without a formal permission from the author.
In 2003 BIS published IS 15325: Design and Installation
of Fixed Automatic High and Medium Velocity Water
Spray System - Code of Practice. This code was based on
Rules for Water Spray System published by Tariff Advisory
Committee (TAC) in 1998.

Maj. Prakash Kapade, (Indian Army Veteran) who is a Fire, Gas, Life Safety, Security, MEP & Automation Consultant and is
Senior Technical Consultant of Safety Security, Instrumentation Engineering Solutions an Engineering Consulting, Training
& Auditing Company. His company is designing systems for industrial plants and commercial buildings and has done more
than 500 projects working in consulting or in system integration capacity. He has worked with leading organisation like Indian
Army, Aplab, Honeywell, Drager in senior positions and has more than 35 years experience working in various verticals.

Nitrogen Injection System in Use just addressing Internal
tank or transformer fires
05. Conclusion & Advisory
HVWS offers better protection reliability compared to
Nitrogen Injection System as it can help address additional
fire scenarios with bushings, porcelain insulators, cable
termination boxes, conservator tanks, main oil tank cooling
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LAPTOP SAFETY MEASURES
– Mr. Rajesh Shirke

Every rupee counts...

This reduces the batteries life span and may also pose a fire
risk. If the batteries are found bulging, they need immediate
replacement.
See the below photo of a typical power chord.

Under mission “Surakshit Bharat” to ensure citizen safety,
Fire & Security Association of India (FSAI) brings you few
important safety tips on ‘Laptop Fire Safety’   
A laptop being an electrical equipment is also a fire hazard,
if not handled properly.
Recently a short circuit in a laptop lying on a bed, resulted
in a fire, which engulfed an entire bungalow. Keeping in
the view, the criticality of the fire risk involved, we suggest
following safety measures ;
i) Never leave a laptop directly on a mattress/ pillow / spread
sheet/ other linen laden floor or cot. All those being soft
.flexible and large enough to wrapped or covered from all
angles, the natural ventilation/ cooling aspects of laptop will
get affected. This can heat up the body of the device, cause
fire risk and engulf the fabrics of all the items cited above.
Accordingly always keep the laptop on a hard surface with
wind flow facility through adequate gap above the base (like
table / desk surface)

Laptop Power chord

v) Once in a year, get your laptop serviced from a Trusted
& Authorized vendor to ensure its failsafe operation. Take
monthly backup of your laptop data on an external drive or
on cloud.
Note - Be sure to replace the batteries annually or as
recommended by the manufacturer. If your laptop
automatically shuts down or restarts infrequently, it means
there is problem due to overheating, moisture ingress etc.

Surakshit against COVID-19 Pandemic.
Ü Your contribution of even a 1000 rupees will go a long way.

come forward...

vi) Avoid keeping any beverages near the laptop, as they may
spill and damage the circuit.

Note 1 - When lithium-ion cells reach 302°F, the cell
becomes thermally unstable, flammable gases/vapours are
released.

vii) Avoid sitting for more than 20 minutes at a stretch, as it
will strain your eyes. Follow the 20:20:20 principle, ie. stand
up after every 20 minutes, watch 20 feet away from your
seat and do it for 20 seconds. Always use an ergonomically
designed chair.

Note 2 : In case the laptop is directly on ‘lap’ for a long time
(as regular practice”, there is the possibility of developing
an Occupational Health related Risk leading to strength
reduction of bones due to heat conduction effect. Always
keep the device over a table or desk.

viii) During monsoon, especially during lightning and
thunder, avoid working in your house and remember to
remove the power chord from the socket, as an added safety
measure. In case the lightning strikes, the laptop will get
severely damage.

ii) Ensure to replace the power chord (piece of wire, which
runs from the plug to the adaptor) once every 6 to 8 months
as a precautionary measure. As we know the power chord
bears the most brunt, As it is likely to get bent / coiled several
times in a day, leading to faster wear & tear, which may lead
to short circuit. A good quality Indian make power chord,
costs approximately   Rs. 80/- to 100/- (isn’t it affordable
especially when safety is at stake?)
iii) Older laptops have LCD screen. The blue ultra violet
light emitted from a LCD is harmful to the eyes. The new
laptops have LED and have no harmful effects.
iv) Overheated laptop batteries - Never overcharge the
batteries and do not leave the laptop for overnight charging.

Remember, Safety starts with ‘S’ but ends with ‘You’
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Ü Your donation can make our cities and corona warriors

Mr. Rajesh Shirke, Ex-Indian Navy Oﬃcer
He possesses Diploma in Naval Architecture &
Mechanical Engineering. He has served the Navy for
15years; specialized in Nuclear, Biological, Chemical
Warfare and Damage Control including Advanced Fire
Fighting Techniques.
In addition to the naval background, he has 18 years of
rich experience in corporate world; has long experience
in conducting Fire Safety Audits, Safety Training, Disaster Management &
Mitigation Planning System etc., He is also a Certifi ed Safety Auditor from
National Safety Council of India and NEBoSH (uK); has completed the NFPA (uS)
course on Sprinkler System Design and Installation. Currently, he is the Vice Chair
of “Student Initiative Programme” mooted by FSAI.

YOU CAN DONATE THROUGH ONLINE TRANSFER
(NEFT / RTGS / IMPS):
Name:
Fire & Security Association of India
Account Number:	SB A/c No.602301184287
IFSC Code:
ICIC0006023
Branch Name:
ICICI Bank Ltd. - West Mambalam,
Chennai-600 033
Please share details of payment by email to: covid@fsai.in

CLICK HERE
TO PAY ON-LINE

https://fsai.in/donation

* A separate account will be maintained for COVID-19 Donations and its usage.

Fire & Security
Association of India

Our Mission...
Surakshit Bharat...

Stay Home... Stay Safe...

Subscribe to FSAI social media...
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Close Quarters
As the global maritime transportation industry thrives,
safety experts worry not enough fire departments are
prepared to fight fires on large marine vessels—and those
vessels are often docked dangerously close to shore
By – Angelo Verzoni

Reprinted with permission from NFPA Journal® copyright © 2019, National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA.
All rights reserved.
NFPA Journal® is a registered trademark of the National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA 02169.
Link: https://www.nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Publications-and-media/NFPA-Journal/2019/SeptemberOctober-2019/Features/Marine
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It’s a sunny afternoon in late July, and
Jeffrey Post and I are out for a drive.
Post is assistant fire chief at the Naval
Submarine Base New London in
Groton, Connecticut, the US Navy’s
primary submarine base on the East
Coast. He mentions various points of
interest as he steers his pickup truck
south along Military Highway, toward
the mouth of the Thames River and
the Port of New London. Out the
passenger-side window, the waters of
the Thames glisten deep blue.
Post nods at structures that hug the
river’s shore and at areas where the
river narrows, including one a little
more than 300 yards wide, where
Interstate 95 runs over the Gold Star
Memorial Bridge. On the other side of
the river, the New London side, I can
see the long, gray, slab-like piers that
regularly welcome large cargo vessels
that arrive from around the world,
hauling everything from salt to oil to
hazardous chemicals. The salt ships, in
particular, need a lot of maintenance,
Post says.
His comment suggests the purpose
of our ride, which is to survey what

could happen to this placid stretch
of New England river in the event
of a fire, explosion, or other major
marine-related incident. Maintenance
on cargo ships—and many other
types of vessels—can trigger fires or
explosions, Post says, and fires on
large vessels, including the submarines
housed at his base, are something Post
spends a lot of time thinking about.
The most challenging fire he ever
responded to was a 2012 blaze on the
USS Miami, a 26-year-old nuclear
submarine that was drydocked for
maintenance at a US Navy shipyard in
Maine. The fire, intentionally set by a
civilian worker, gutted the 362-footlong vessel, inflicting $450 million in
damage and forcing the Navy to scrap
the sub.
While a fire of that magnitude has
never occurred at the Groton sub base
or the Port of New London—or any
port in the United States in recent
history, for that matter—Post worries
about what could happen if one did.
As we drive, Post calls attention to
homes, restaurants, businesses, parks,
ferry terminals, and infrastructure
like major highways and bridges—all
of it in harm’s way in a major event.

Although the Port of New London
isn’t especially large compared to
other US ports—it’s not even ranked
in the top 100 in terms of annual trade
tonnage—it’s still a major economic
boon to Connecticut, which has
invested tens of millions of dollars
into the port’s infrastructure in recent
years. A major fire or explosion there
could have a devastating economic
impact.
“People have this misconception
that if a fire or explosion happens
on a boat, even in a port, it’ll be
contained,” Post tells me. “But that’s
not necessarily true.” His concern
makes me think of a marine disaster
from a century ago—the 1917
explosion that destroyed much of
Halifax, Nova Scotia. In that incident,
a munitions ship heading into the
port of the Canadian city collided
with another vessel, resulting in an
enormous explosion that destroyed
thousands of buildings and left nearly
every structure within a one-mile
radius uninhabitable. More than
1,500 people died. In parts of New
London, one mile measured from the
middle of the Thames River stretches
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The good news is
there hasn’t been a
big fire on a large
passenger or cargo
vessel in a US port
in a long time,” said
Russell. “The bad
news is we’re overdue
for one. The question
many of my Coast
Guard contacts have
is, ‘Are we ready

across most of the city’s downtown,
where thousands of people live, work,
and visit.

industry and the United States’
production of warships continue to
grow.

Compounding Post’s concerns over
how close a marine incident would
be to land, property, and people in
the Port of New London is the fact
that, in general, fires on ships are
extremely challenging incidents to
respond to—for many in the fire
service, they represent the worstcase scenario. A 2009 article in Fire
Engineering magazine described fires
on large marine vessels as universally
“dreaded” and “feared” within the fire
service. With Post’s department—a
specialized force of marine firefighting
experts—located just upriver from
the Port of New London, the area
may be better-protected than most.
But experts including Post worry
about what the situation looks like
elsewhere in the US, and whether fire
departments—especially traditional,
non-specialized departments with a
focus on structure fires—are ready to
handle a blaze on a big boat.

“The good news is there hasn’t been a
big fire on a large passenger or cargo
vessel in a US port in a long time,”
said Russell. “The bad news is we’re
overdue for one. The question many
of my Coast Guard contacts have is,
‘Are we ready?’”

According to Lawrence Russell, an
NFPA staffer who specializes in
fires on marine vessels, that concern
prompted the US Coast Guard to
recently ask NFPA to include new
information related to responding to
fires on marine vessels in the annex
section of NFPA 307, Standard for
the Construction and Fire Protection
of Marine Terminals, Piers, and
Wharves. The new information will
appear in the annex of the 2021
edition of the standard. NFPA also
publishes several other documents
related to marine fires and marine
firefighting,
including
NFPA
1005, Standard for Professional
Qualifications for Marine Firefighting
for Land-Based Firefighters, and
NFPA 1405, Guide for Land-Based
Fire Departments that Respond
to Marine Vessel Fires. Experts,
however, say those documents, while
offering comprehensive guidance on
fighting fires on marine vessels, are
underutilized within the fire service,
and suggest this could be a problem
as the global maritime transportation
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Big ships, big challenges for firefighters
For many of the roughly 100
firefighters who responded to the
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard (PNS) in
Kittery, Maine, on the night of May
23, 2012, the blaze aboard the USS
Miami was the worst fire they’d ever
experienced.
“The best way I could describe it is
fighting a fire in a wood stove and
climbing down a chimney,” one PNS
firefighter told investigators, according
to a statement from the International
Association of Fire Fighters. Another
shipyard firefighter described to
local reporters the searing pain that
shot through his shins as he crawled
through four inches of boiling water
inside the sub’s hull; he was never able
to return to firefighting. Post was one
of 12 firefighters from his department
who made the 165-mile trek from the
Navy sub base in Groton to PNS. The
crew descended down the sub’s hatch
several times that night to fight the
flames. Seven years later, he struggles
to even discuss the incident. “It was
just a very, very challenging fire,”
he told me. “I had the worst, mindcrushing headache that entire night,
and as soon as they said, ‘OK, the
fire’s out,’ it vanished. It was from pure
stress. It was an incredibly emotional
and stressful evening.”
Many firefighters who have responded
to ship fires have stories similar
to Post’s. “The theme I always see
when I read media reports of these
incidents is that firefighters always
say it was one of the most challenging
things they’ve ever done, and they
say something along the lines of, ‘It

was like responding to a fire inside a
pizza oven,’” Russell said. The heat
and managing heat exhaustion are
big challenges, he added, and many
other complications can arise, too.
For example, openings to the ship
and passageways inside the vessel can
be so narrow that firefighters have to
remove their turnout gear just to fit
through.
The challenges of fighting fires on
large marine vessels are essentially
born out of four factors: the design of
the ship, the way the ship is docked, its
cargo, and the lines of communication
that must be established before and
during firefighting operations. All
of these make fighting fires on large
marine vessels very different from
fighting structure fires, which experts
say are typically, though not always,
much simpler.
This is because, in most developed
nations, structures like homes and
offices are built in compliance with
widely used fire and life safety codes,
giving them much more consistent
dimensions for hallways and stairwells,
multiple ways in and out, emergency
lighting, and so on. On a ship, on the
other hand, passageways are typically
narrow and could be dark, watertight
doorways are often small and framed
by rounded partitions known in the
Navy as “knee-knockers,” and there
may be only one way in and out of the
vessel. Additionally, a steel ship can’t
be ventilated like a wooden home in
the event of fire, nor can you keep
flowing water on a blaze without
simultaneously removing water from
the ship, lest you risk sinking it.
“The way ships are constructed present
huge challenges, the way it traps heat
and affects fire growth,” said Forest
Herndon, a 36-year veteran of the
marine firefighting industry who owns
a New Jersey–based company that
teaches land-based firefighters how to
fight fires on ships. “Firefighters could
be ascending steep, slippery ladders or
trying to walk on decks that heat up to
the point where their feet are burning.
Shipboard fires burn a lot hotter than

fires in land-based structures, and you
don’t have the ability to ventilate these
fires, so your methods of addressing
them have to change.”
Herndon told me that ambient air
temperatures during ship fires have
been recorded above 1,000 degrees
Fahrenheit. For comparison, a 2016
study published in the journal Fire
Technology characterized ambient
temperatures of 300 to 400 degrees
Fahrenheit as a “severe” thermal
environment for firefighters.
Compounding
the
structural
challenges of fighting fires in large
marine vessels are barriers to accessing
the ships in the first place, especially
when they’re dry docked, as well as
what materials might be found on
board.
For all ships, drydocking—the process
by which ships are lifted out of the
water at a shipyard—is a common way
of housing them during repairs, but it
can present challenges to responders
trying to get onboard. This was clear
as I observed a submarine drydocked
for repairs at the base in Groton. The
sub had been lifted dozens of feet
above the ground and was surrounded
almost entirely by a dense thicket of
metal scaffolding—a clear inhibitor
to getting inside the vessel. “As you
can see,” Post told me as I looked at
the lifted, mostly obscured behemoth,
“access is a big challenge, and that
delay in getting water on a fire means
a bigger fire.”
For cargo ships, in particular, the
materials onboard have been cause
for mounting concerns among
safety experts in recent years.
According to data from the United
Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD), over
the last two decades, the amount
of chemicals being transported by
marine vessels worldwide in terms of
ton-miles, or one ton of freight carried
over one mile, has increased by about
88 percent; similarly, the amount of gas
has increased by over 190 percent, and
the amount of oil by about 30 percent.

The rise in US liquified natural gas
(LNG) exports is a good example.
US exports of LNG hit record levels
in late 2018 in large part due to a
new processing facility that opened
on the Gulf Coast in Corpus Christi,
Texas, according to the San Antonio
Business Journal. “Some other major
[US] ports are now prepping to
have the capability to export LNG,”
Herndon told me. “That could
potentially create a specialized fire in
a marine environment that on its own
makes things more challenging.”
In March, the Wall Street Journal
published an article on a spate of fires
that occurred on large vessels at sea
earlier this year, which pointed to the
ships’ contents as well as their size as
likely contributors to the severity of
the fires. “Ship operators, insurers and
regulators increasingly are focusing
on the chemicals, batteries, and other
goods that can trigger or feed a fire,”
the paper reported. “The potential
damage from such incidents has grown
as carriers have moved to ever-larger
vessels, concentrating more containers
on a smaller number of ships. That
can raise the chances that dangerous
goods are onboard and the rush to
handle many thousands of boxes at
port call may raise the chances that
poorly packaged dangerous goods can
slip through.”
The final factor that makes fighting
fires on large marine vessels difficult
is the bevy of communication
responsibilities and challenges that
arise before and during marine
firefighting operations.
Before even getting onto a ship or
inside a submarine, firefighters need
permission from the ship’s captain to
board, a practice dictated by centuriesold maritime rules. When it comes to
military ships, that permission may
be delayed out of a desire to ensure
security, while on cargo ships or
passenger vessels, it may be delayed
simply out of tradition or pride. “It’s
a cultural thing,” Post said. “It’s the
captain’s ship. Under the laws of the
sea, we can’t just come onboard and
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In a structure fire, 180 gallons a
minute is sort of the baseline, but
we want to find that happy medium
onboard a ship. If we’re throwing on
180 gallons a minute, we have to find a
way to get 180 gallons a minute off in
order to keep that ship stable.”
Communication with crew members
other than the captain can also be
fraught with language barriers. While
the captain of a ship is required
to speak English to communicate
with fire departments or other landbased entities at US ports, other
crewmembers are not subject to that
requirement, and a translator may be
needed to facilitate communication.
“I don’t know about you, but my
Spanish isn’t very good,” Post said
with a laugh, after explaining that
many cargo ships that come to the
Port of New London come from
Spanish-speaking countries in South
America and Latin America.
The case for preparedness

say, ‘We’re here to put your fire out.’
They actually need to want our help.”
Once onboard, Post explained that
having a solid grasp of maritime
terminology and technical knowledge
is essential for firefighters to stay
safe and have the best shot at saving
lives and property. One way this is
often ensured is through establishing

a line of communication with the
ship’s head engineer, he said. A key
example is communicating with the
engineer to ensure the amount of
water firefighters plan to put on the
fire won’t sink the ship. “We have to
be mindful that if there’s water in,
there’s got to be water off,” Post said.
“Otherwise the ship will do a number
of things—listing, hogging, sagging.
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Comprehensive statistics on ship
fires can be difficult to find. NFPA
statisticians and researchers told me
that, while the number of large fires
reported on ships is small, there are
also problems with the few stats that
exist. That’s in part due to the fact
that jurisdiction can become unclear
when you’re dealing with ships in
international waters, and NFPA
only receives information on fires
that occur within a fire department’s
jurisdiction. Groups like the National
Transportation Safety Board and the
Coast Guard keep their own statistics,
but it’s difficult to separate fires on
large vessels from the many fires that
occur on small vessels like speedboats
and fishing boats.
Anecdotally and through news
reports, though, it’s clear that
blazes on big boats occur with some
regularity worldwide. The Wall Street
Journal article, for example, said that
from December through March, at
least one big ship fire occurred every
month around the world, including a
March 10 blaze off the coast of France
that sent a vessel to the bottom of the
ocean—a container ship loaded with

more than 2,000 cars from luxury
automakers like Audi and Porsche.
In February, a large fire occurred on a
cargo ship docked for construction in
Oregon, Ohio, on Lake Erie. It took
firefighters over 30 hours to control
the blaze, which was worsened by the
burning of rubber materials onboard,
according to local news stations. No
injuries were reported, but the vessel
was a total loss.

When I pressed him more on the idea
of preparedness, Herndon softened
his stance a bit, rattling off a number
of cities whose fire departments he
believes are, in fact, well-prepared
for fires on large marine vessels—
Jacksonville, Florida; Houston, Texas;
Seattle, Washington. They’ve shown
themselves to be proactive in training
their members in marine firefighting,
Herndon said.

Whether the number of fires on
large marine vessels increases in the
coming years remains to be seen,

But experts stress that fire service
preparedness for marine incidents
is just one facet of a broader

determining whether certain parts of
the city need to be evacuated.
Similar multi-faceted response teams
exist around the country. In Portland,
Maine, for example, a team called
the Casco Bay Emergency Response
Group works to protect the city’s
harbor, which houses the largest
tonnage seaport in New England,
despite Portland’s population of
about 70,000. The group includes
local firefighters, police officers, Coast
Guard members, and other emergency
response officials, according to Jon

A fire burns on a cargo ship docked in Lake Erie in Oregon, Ohio, in February. Photograph: US Coast Guard.

but one thing is for sure: There will
exist more opportunities for ships to
burn. According to the most recent
data available from UNCTAD, the
amount of materials shipped via world
seaborne trade grew by 4 percent in
2017, the fastest growth recorded
in five years—and those numbers
were expected to continue rising at a
similar rate in subsequent years. With
a major expansion of the Panama
Canal completed in 2016, all of these
ships—particularly cargo ships—are
larger than ever before, too. “We’ve
started to see ships that are a lot bigger
than anything we’re used to,” Herndon
told me. “These vessels are huge, and I
don’t think any major city, much less a
smaller one, is truly prepared.”

communitywide preparedness. Post
told me he’s fortunate in that, in
the New London area, not only is
the local fire service prepared for
responding to fires on large marine
vessels, but so is the community as a
whole. The county, he said, has a task
force—comprised of first responders
from various specialties and levels
of government, and supported by
the US Department of Homeland
Security—that plans for maritime
emergencies. A fire on a ship carrying
hazardous materials is one example of
an incident the task force has prepared
for. In addition to firefighters working
to extinguish such a blaze, Post said
other emergency response officials
would be tasked with monitoring
atmospheric conditions on land and

Hendricks, deputy chief in charge of
the marine division in the Portland
Fire Department. The emergency
response group meets annually to
train for incidents that are most likely
to occur in the harbor: collisions
between two ships, ships running
aground, active shooters aboard
ferries, fires on large vessels. “We’ve
laid out the parameters of who would
be in control, what agencies would
respond, and how,” Hendricks said.
Portland is one of many US port cities
whose concerns over marine vessel
safety include fires or other emergencies
aboard cruise ships. Many of these
ships tower over the city’s Old Port
district as they’re docked near shops,
residences, and parking structures,
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and would represent the largest
structure by far that any of the city’s
230 or so firefighters could respond
to. Hendricks said his department and
the cruise ship companies have worked
closely over the years to make sure
Portland firefighters are familiar with
the vessels in case they need to respond
to an incident onboard. Likewise, Post
said New London officials have had
to consider how they would shelter
hundreds or even thousands of cruise
ship passengers should an event leave
them unable to get back onboard.
Historically, fires on cruise ships have
generated many of the same challenges
as fires on other large marine vessels,
said Guy Colonna, senior director of
Technical Services at NFPA, and a
couple of cruise ship fires that occurred
in the 1980s helped spur the creation
of NFPA 1405.
Despite examples of preparedness,
experts like Herndon and Post, as
well as Russell, believe there are
probably more cases of unprepared
communities out there than there are
cases of prepared ones. “It’s definitely
something that could sneak up on
folks,” Post said. “Especially as you
lose those senior firefighters who may
have had experience in the Navy or
seen ship fires in the past…so that
should be a concern.” Post said the
lack of experience fighting fires on
large marine vessels became a problem
on the night of the USS Miami blaze,
when firefighters responding from
nearby traditional, non-specialized
departments didn’t know how to
approach the situation. “Many of the
local firefighters just said, ‘I’m not
going in there,’” he said.
The solutions to reversing these
preparedness woes already exist, in
the form of training and documents
from organizations like NFPA.
The new NFPA 1300, Standard on
Community Risk Assessment and
Community Risk Reduction Plan
Development, for example, tasks
users with identifying the risks to
their community and devising a plan

for mitigating them. The document
“can help coastal communities that
house busy ports identify their unique
risks,” said Karen Berard-Reed, a
community risk reduction strategist
at NFPA. “Ports and harbors play a
role in critical infrastructure involving
transportation, fuel, and trade that
should be considered when planning
for community safety.” (Read BerardReed’s recent NFPA Journal feature
article about NFPA 1300 and
community risk reduction.)
From a firefighting standpoint, Russell
said he hopes the changes to NFPA
307 prompted by the Coast Guard
request will at least underscore the
issue of marine firefighting. “The
Coast Guard will now have a place
to point people to,” he said. While
the new annex material won’t dictate
marine firefighting tactics, it will make
clear the plans that vessel owners must
have in place in order to effectively
respond to a fire on their ship, such
as having a contract with marine
salvage and firefighting teams that
would respond in the event of a fire.
Still, Russell said, the most likely first
responders to such an incident outside
of the ship’s crew would be a local fire
department, which is why documents
like NFPA 1005 and NFPA 1405 are
critical sources of education.
But according to Bob Fash, the NFPA
staff liaison to both documents, their
use isn’t very prevalent. Fewer than
1,000 firefighters representing just
three states—Alabama, Florida, and
Virginia—are certified as marine
firefighters via NFPA 1005. Herndon,
who sits on the technical committees
for both NFPA 1005 and NFPA 1405,
believes that the documents should
be used more to address what he sees
as a consistent problem, as should the
training options that exist.
“Although we haven’t seen a
catastrophic fire in a port, there have
still been consistent major shipboard
fires in the US, like the USS Miami
fire,” Herndon said. “I could probably

ANGELO VERZONI is staff writer for NFPA Journal.
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name in every decade major shipboard
fires that have occurred in the US
and in each one you’ll see the same
problem occurring: a lack of training.
The courses are being developed, and
NFPA has standards—we just have
to get firefighters to take the trainings
and use those education materials.”

National & Chapter Level Activity highlights
A: Preface

Since the second half of March ’20, till
date the Association’s performance
- oriented activities are being
carried out in strict conformance to
pandemic related restrictions. These
are in pursuance of the guidelines
pertaining to either “full or partial”
lockdown conditions. In this context
it is gratifying to note that our think
tank FSAI COVID19 task force and
their skeletal field level team had
extended the best possible voluntary
support to society (in different states
and among critical locations). Few
of the areas covered posed inherent/
inevitable constraints like difficult
accessibility especially for moving
the service related machinery /
equipment and their operation.
This was in view of narrow as well as
poorly maintained roads, congested
lanes/ by lanes, poorly maintained
roads, slushy/ water logged areas,
high occupancy rate etc.,
Following were few of the “on and
off-field” tasks FSAI could perform
with fair success. We shall sustain
them on continual basis to the best
of our ability.
 Mobilizing cum execution of local
sanitization as well as disinfection
efforts (among wide spread
landscapes) through excellent
rapport/ liaison with City/
suburban fire brigades, local self
Govt. authorities (Corporations,
Taluka and village administration),
Voluntary organizations, Citizens’
groups etc., We were also
benefitted by the excellent support
from other patrons like equipment
manufacturers,
distributors,
service providers etc.,
 Distribution of PPE’s.
 Being associated with rescue/
rehabilitation work among the
needy

 Medical assistance work especially
organizing blood donation camps.
 In parallel, we also ensured that
regular training cum awareness
creation activities are also duly
held during lockdown and
thereafter.
FSAI
sponsored
WEBINAR presentations, panel
discussions, video conferencing
etc., have become very popular. In
fact, selection of topics are based
on high relevance. They are also
evenly balanced among different
attributes like Fire & Life Safety,
Physical security, Automated
surveillance system, Insurance
cover, Legal aspects, Financial
Safeguards,
Security
against
Cybercrimes, etc., In addition
to specifically pandemic related
concerns have become an integral
part of Training.
Esteemed
moderators have been leading
the discussions with eminent
panelists. Expert faculties with
rich knowledge/ experience on
any given topic are being engaged
for deliberations. Quality of
presentations using high tech
audio visual features has touched
newer heights. Scheduling of
sessions and time management
are being done with meticulous
planning.
Question
answer
sessions and direct engagement
with good number of participants
are equally motivational. From
beginning (April) till 26th of June,
around 70 sessions have been held
and registered participation figure
touched a whopping 17, 000+; still
counting!

initiative has won special accolades
from participants who represented
those areas.
We are also covering the proceedings
on the “Installation (investiture)
functions” of newly elected office
bearers at Vizag , Chennai and
Bengaluru chapters.

B: Comprehensive listing of
WEBINAR sessions (National/
Chapter wise).
Special noting

As we all know, this type of Journals
have to conform with a feasibly
smaller size to sustain interest
and encourage ‘shorter- duration”
reading among people (mostly
within office hours or leisure timing).
Accordingly, we could include
only limited number representative
narratives and images from a large
collection. However, all the sessions
as listed in the WEBINAR series can
be watched in ‘You tube’ channel  by
interested readers.

C: Chapter wise coverage (most
of them pertain to the AprilJune spell – Full lockdown
as well as phased out and
controlled periods thereafter).
Accordingly they were all
‘virtual’.

Another most important attribute in
this regard is the involvement of all
chapters/ sub chapters either as main
hosts or facilitators responsible for
timely execution. Among them few
were ‘Exclusively Chapter “based”.
Besides for some sessions mother
tongues of those locations were
used as media of instruction. This
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FSAI WEBINAR SERIES

S.No.

Comprehensive listing of WEBINAR sessions (National / Chapter wise)
S.No.

Date

Topic

Speaker

Conducted by Participants

1
1st to 3rd
Fundamentals of BMS
Mr. K. Balasubramanian
National Webinar
		
April 2020
2 4th April 2020 Fire Safety Requirements in Data Centers
Mr. Ashwin Ijantkar
National Webinar
3
6th & 7th
Effective Project Management
Mr.K.Balasubramanian
National Webinar
		
April 2020
4 8th April 2020 Fire Compartmentation
Mr. Srinivas Valluri
National Webinar
5 9th April 2020 Gas, Solvents & Vapour Detection Systems
Mr. Prakash Kapade
National Webinar
6 9th April 2020 Corona- Business Continuity Post Pandemic
Mr. Gurpawan Singh
National Webinar
7 10th April 2020 Out of the Box
Mr. Pramoud Rao
National Webinar
8 13th April 2020 Integration of MEP & Fire Services in Tall Buildings Mr. Pankaj Dharkar
National Webinar
9 14th April 2020 Mitigation of Fire Risk in Construction Projects
Mr. Devendra Gill
National Webinar
10 15th April 2020 Fundamentals of the Fire Fighting System’s Design Mr. M.M.Bhuskute
National Webinar
11 16th April 2020 Clean Agent Gas Suppression Systems - I
Mr. Iswar Iyer
National Webinar
12 17th & 18th
IS 2189, Indian Standard for
Mr. K. Balasubramanian
National Webinar
		
April 2020
Fire Alarm System Design
13 20th April 2020 Clean Agent Gas Suppression Systems - II
Mr. Iswar Iyer
National Webinar
14 22nd April 2020 Effective Design Basics for the Earthing Solutions
Mr. J.P. Singh &
National Webinar
				
Er. P.K.Pattanaik
15 23rd April 2020 Passive Fire Defence - Smoke Management
Mr. M. Namasivayam
National Webinar
16 24th April 2020 Integrating HVAC systems using IBMS Control TechniquesDr. Rupesh Iyengar National Webinar
17 25th April 2020 How to Effectively Drive the Business Post
CA Ranjan Mehta
National Webinar
			
COVID - 19?
CA Ravi Mamodiya
				
CA Naman Shrimal
18 25th April 2020 IoT in Hospitals Post Covid - 19 Situations
Mr. Pankaj Tiwari
National Webinar
19 27th April 2020 Contract Management & Force Majeure Clause
Mr. Shekhar Jagtap
National Webinar
20 28th April 2020 Post lockdown COVID Safety Preparedness for
Mr. Lalit Gabhane
National Webinar
			
Re-start of Businesses
21 30th April 2020 MEP Spatial Planning
Mr. Prashanth Gururaj
National Webinar
22 1st May 2020 High Rise Building’s Fire Prevention,
Maj. Prakash Kapade
National Webinar
			
Electrical & Fire Safety & Risk Mitigation
23 2nd May 2020 Emergency Evacuation (Marathi)
Mr. Sudhir J. Awalgaonkar
Nashik Chapter
				
Mr. Milind Ogale
24 3rd May 2020 Fire Safety Equipment (Hindi)
Mr. K.M. Bhargava
National Webinar
25 7th May 2020 Future Climates - Sustaining Wealth & Incomes
Mr. Kartik Jhaveri
Mumbai Chapter
26 8th May 2020 Lockdown: A Business Perspective  (Hindi)
Mr. Kumar Zilpelwar
Nagpur Chapter
27 9th May 2020 Green Buildings & UP ECBC Code (Hindi)
Mr. Anurag Bajpai
Lucknow Chapter
				
Mr. Raj Verma
28 9th May 2020 Business Opportunities Post Pandemic
Mr. Dinesh Rao
National Webinar
29 10th May 2020 Gender Sensitivity and Harassment at Workplace
Ms. Veena Gupta		
30 11th May 2020 Mitigation of Fire due to Electrical Faults (Hindi)
Mr. Amit Kakkar
Jaipur Chapter
31 12th May 2020 Challenges During the Resumption of the Site Works Mr. Deverdra Gill
National Webinar
			
for Construction Projects - Mitigation Strategies
National Webinar
32 12th May 2020 Fire Safety Building Parameters to Consider in Design Dr. Rupesh Iyengar
33 13th May 2020 The Building Blocks of a Video Surveillance System: Mr. Abhishek Kumar
National Webinar
			
Networking Technologies
34 14th May 2020 Ayurveda for Family & Friends of FSAI Members Mr. Kartikeya Talreja
National Webinar
35 15th May 2020 Take Control of Your Financial Future
Mr. Shivanand Pandit
Goa Chapter
36 16th May 2020 NFPA 20 & it’s Complience (Kannada) followed by
Mr. B.K.Prasad
Bengaluru Chapter
			
Bengaluru Chapter Installation			
37 16th May 2020 Panel Discussion 2: Impact of Guideline
Lucknow Chapter
38 17th May 2020 HVAC Operation Post COVID-19 Scenario (Hindi) Mr. Ranga Vamshi
39 18th May 2020 Changing Dynamics of Recovery due to
Adv. Devul Dighe
Mumbai Chapter
			
Insolvency Code
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419
311
317
465
260
172
194
687
359
398
437
442
385
495
368
443
170

387
450
292
385
549
299
389
88
100
162
86
513
459
204
275
173
115
258

237
97

Date

Topic

Speaker

Conducted by Participants

40 19th May 2020	Using FM Global Data Sheets for the Protection Mr. Weston C. Baker, Jr.
National Webinar
			
of Class 1 Through 4 & Plastic Commodities
41 20th May 2020 Is there a way to Eliminate Accidents in
Mr. Muthukrishnan R
National Webinar
			
Chemical Industries?
42 23rd May 2020 Identity & Access Management Building Blocks
Mr. Mahesh Gavhane
National Webinar
			
and Future Integrations
43 24th May 2020 E-Learning Module for Engineering Colleges
Mr. Chintu Asher
Nashik Chapter
			
(Education Series): Day 1
Lucknow Chapter
44 25th May 2020 Earthquake Preparedness in the Midst of Covid-19 Dr. Mukta Girdhar
45 25th May 2020 Prevention of Losses due to Fire
Mr. Ashok Kumar Kapoor
Nagpur Chapter
46 26th May 2020 E-Learning Module for Engineering Colleges
Mr. Rajesh Shirke
Nashik Chapter
			
(Education Series): Day 2 Latest Fire Fighting
			
Systems, LPG & Piped Gas Safety Measures		
47 26th May 2020 Managing COVID -19 with Technology &
Mr. Gurpawan Singh
National Webinar
			
Psychology
Ms. Sagarika Chakraborty
				
Mr. Kunal Bhogal
48 27th May 2020 E-Learning Module for Engineering Colleges
Mr. Anil Shimpi
Nashik Chapter
			
(Education Series): Day 3, Construction
			
Safety & Emergency Preparedness Evacuation
Ms. Shamim
National Webinar
49 27th May 2020 Resiliency: Consideration Beyond Code Requirements
				
Rashid - Sumar
50 28th May 2020 E-Learning Module for Engineering Colleges
Mr. M.L.Agarwal
Nashik Chapter
			
(Education Series): Day 4
			
Fire Safety in Different Occupancies
51 28th May 2020 The Building Blocks of a Video Surveillance System:
Mr. Shashidhar
National Webinar
			
Video Management
S. Menon
52 29th May 2020 E-Learning Module for Engineering Colleges
Mr. Norbert Desouza
Nashik Chapter
			
(Education Series): Day 5
			
Fire Prevention in Industrial Buildings
53 29th May 2020	Use of Thermal Technology & Artificial Intelligence Mr. Vinay Mishra
National Webinar
			
to Screen, Detect & Monitoring Against COVID-19
54 30th May 2020 Proactive Learning from Process Safety Incidents
Mr. Hirak Dutta
National Webinar
			
and Human Paradoxes.
55 30th May 2020 IoT & ICT – Planning Considerations for Physical Mr. Kiran Katariya
National Webinar
			
Infrastructure in SMART Buildings.
56 4th June 2020 Modernizing Fire & Safety - Innovative Materials
Mr. Sean Pearce
National Webinar
57 6th June 2020 Technologies to Ensure Safe Returns to Workplace
Dr. Om Taneja
National Webinar
				
Mr. Dharmendra Rathore
58 7th June 2020 New Vs Old Income Tax Scheme: Which is Better? Mr. Shivanand Pandit
Goa Chapter
59 10th June 2020 Home Fire Safety & LPG Safety Measures
Mr. Rajesh Shirke
National Webinar
60 11th & 12th
Effective Fire Hydrant System as per IS 13039 - I & II Mr. Milind Rane
Mumbai Chapter
		
June 2020
61 11th June 2020 An Introduction to Property Loss Prevention
Mr. Nikhil Kharkar
National Webinar
				
Mr. Inayat Mizwan
62 12th June 2020 Exploring the Contactless Technology for
Mr. Bhanu Pratap
National Webinar
			
Authentication & Identification
63 13th June 2020 The Survivors: Episode 1 - Facing the COVID Fear,
Mr. Bhagavan S.
National Webinar
			
Learn to Live with COVID
64 16th June 2020 Vizag Chapter Installation			
65 19th June 2020 COVID-19: Challenging Times for Fire Fighters of India		
National Webinar
66 24th June 2020 Clean Agent Fire Suppression System for Critical
Mr. Kalidasan S.
Chennai Chapter
			
Infrastructures (Tamil) followed by Installation
			
FSAI Chennai Chapter
67 25th June 2020 Water Mist Technology with Case Studies
Ms. Bettina McDowell
National Webinar
			
& Applications
Mr. Ruediger Kopp
				
Mr. Jackson Jose
				
Mr. Ganesh Vishnu Pawar
68 26th June 2020 Commissioning, Testing & Maintenance of
Mr. Poornabodh Kashyap National Webinar
			
Fire Protection & Life Safety Systems in Hotels

231
111
86
165
87
146
155

250

226

169
263

109
284

233
258
96
182
200
57
169
107
139
245
305
130
600
219

384

430
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FSAI Bengaluru Chapter

Installation ceremony of newly elected Office bearers and CWC

Dr. Rupesh Iyengar, taking the Oath as Chapter President, Bengaluru.

It was held on 16th May 2020 between 4.30 and 5.00 pm in
succession to an important Zoom Webinar in the august the
presence of 250 people (presentation faculty, , association
members and its senior level officials (National advisory
council , Chapter office bearers & CWC) along with a good
strength of training participants).
Mr. Ramapriyan (Past Bengaluru Chapter Secretary)
welcomed Mr. Suresh Menon (National President), and
others from National team which included Ms. Rakhi
Deepak & Mr. Venkatesu C. (General Secretary and
Treasurer respectively) along with Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan
(Presidential Member, FSAI), Mr. Prashanth Gururaj
{Regional Director (South)}, New President as well as
Secretary elects. Mr. Lakshminarayana P. (Past President) in
addition to the galaxy of participants.
Mr. Menon thanked the out-going Chapter President
and Chapter Secretary who along with their teammates

installation investiture ceremony held on June,14, 2020

Mr. Jayaram K. taking the Oath as Chapter Secretary, Bengaluru.

had contributed immensely towards the development/
upliftment of the Chapter in many ways. He appealed to
the newly elected teams to sustain the good work and help
Bengaluru to scale newer heights. This was followed by the
Investiture Ceremony. Oath was administered by Mr. Suresh
Menon to both Dr. Rupesh Iyengar and Mr. Jayaram K.
(new President & Secretary elects) who acknowledged it by
raising their hands followed by pronouncing a thanks giving
line .
National President Mr. Suresh Menon, giving the Oath to Bengaluru Office
Bearers.

FSAI VIZAG Chapter

The occasion was also preceded by the execution of a very
significant WEBINAR Training  session on “NFPA 20 & Its
Compliance for Station Fire Pumps” It was lucidly carried
out by Mr. B. K. Prasad a very eminent authority on the
subject and that too in recipient friendly Kannada.

Mr. Rangacharyulu , taking the Oath as Chapter President, Visakhapatnam.

National President Mr. Suresh Menon, giving the Oath to Visakhapatnam Office
Bearers.

Dignitaries’ Galore

Mr. Bala Surbramanyam taking the Oath as Chapter Secretary, Visakhapatnam

During his motivational presidential address, Mr. Suresh
Menon opined that along with other activities, Vizag
Chapter should organize more number of programs for
students and help meet FSAI targets in this arena., Beside,
the Chapter should focus equally on Woman Safety
endeavors and create a separate cell for catering to this need.
He also insisted that FSAI must take a lead role in creating
awareness sessions for industrial installations on fire safety.
Thereafter he administered the oath to mark the installation
ceremony. Mr. Rangacharyulu and Mr. Bala Subramanyam
(Chapter President & Secretary elects respectively) pledged
on it.

a) Chief Guest: Shri K. Jayaram Naik, Director, Disaster
Response & Fire Service Department, Andhra Pradesh
b) Guests of Honor:
Shri Elango Pandarinathan, Managing Director,
Hindustan Oil Exploration Company Ltd.,
Admiral K. Mohan Rao, Indian Navy

Dignitaries from FSAI (National Team)

i) Mr. Suresh Menon, National President.
ii) Mrs. Rakhi Deepak, General secretary.
iii) Mr. Leela Prasad K., Chairman, Advocacy and MOU
(National Core Group)
In his address, Shri. Jayaram Naik appreciated the various
initiatives and efforts put in by FSAI along with the execution
of good number of training and promotional activities in the
field of Fire / Life safety and security aspects. .
While appreciating the good work being done by FSAI,
Mr. Elango suggested about the special need for imparting
more awareness creation programs to students. He also
touched upon the necessity to create ‘auxiliary’ fire brigades
to serve communities and insisted that more interactive
sessions on fire safety / security be held around residential
zones.

Mr. Prasad conducting the presentation.
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FSAI CHENNAI Chapter

installation investiture ceremony held on June, 24, 2020

Mr. Abbas Shabbir Lehry, taking the Oath as Chapter President, Chennai.

National level FSAI sponsored Panel discussions on

“COVID19 & Life Safety Awareness for Fire Fighters” 19th June, 2020

Mr. Rajesh N. taking the Oath as Chapter Secretary, Chennai.

challenging tasks ahead NFAP wished the newly office
bearers and CWC Chennai Chapter would contribute a lot.
Thereafter he administered the investiture oath to both the
newly President and Secretary elects – Mr. Abbas Shabbir
Lehry and Mr. Rajesh N. respectively. Both of them pledged
by holding the right hands up and acknowledging that they
will perform all the assigned functions as assigned by FSAI
constitution.
National President Mr. Suresh Menon, giving the Oath to Chennai Office
Bearers.

The installation ceremony started around 6:30 pm.
Mrs. Monisha Anand raj greeted the gathering and anchored
the proceedings.
Mrs. Rakhi, FSAI General Secretary gave a nice welcome
address in chaste Tamil after introducing the Chief guest,
other dignitaries.
Chief Guest Dr. C. Velan, Head, Chennai Operations,
Ascendas India Ltd., delivered the inaugural address.
Mr. K. Balasubramanian gave a key not speech.

Thereafter Mr. Lehry delivered a thanks giving address and
introduced all the CWC members to the esteemed guess and
gathering. Mr. Rajesh N proposed a hearty vote of thanks.
Like Bengaluru, this event was also preceded by a WEBINAR
training on “Clean Agent Fire Suppression System for
Critical Infrastructure”. The presentation was delivered by
Mr. Kalidasan S., Fire & Safety Expert, Siemens India Ltd.,
and that too in simple Tamil.

The event was chaired by Shri. D. K. Shami, moderated by
Mr. Pankaj Dharkar and participated by a galaxy
of leading Fire Service Chiefs in the country. They
included the states of Maharashtra, Goa, Gujarat,
Kerala, Odisha etc. This was one among the best
ever and nicely organized program exclusively for
Fire service personnel who are working shoulder to
shoulder as strategic partners with, Medical, Local
Administration and Disaster management in the war
the whole
country
is
waging
against COVID19 Pandemic. The presentations and discussions of very quality
and standard. They were also most effectively complemented through a good
number of video films depicting the highly advanced technological leaps the
country had taken in the field of fire fighting, emergency rescue and disaster
Moderator Mr. Pankaj Dharkar, Chairman, FSAI
management.
COVID-19 Task Force.

Mr Suresh Menon greeted the gathering and thanked the
outgoing officers for their remarkable achievements as
chapter leaders for the year 2020-2022. In his presidential
address. He gave an overview of the expectations and

Mr. Kalidasan conducting the presentation.
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Shri. D.K. Shami, Fire Advisor, Govt. of India.

Shri. Ashok Menon, Director, Fire and Emergency,
Govt. of Goa.

Shri. Sukant Sethi, Chief of Fire Services, Odisha

Shri. M. F. Dastoor, Director, Gujarat Fire &
Emergency Services.

Dr. Prabhat Rahangdale, CFO, Mumbai Fire
Brigade.

Shri. R. Prasad, Director (Technical) Kerala Fire
and Rescue Services.
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FSAI hyderabad Chapter
WEBINAR ACTIVITIES
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FSAI INDORE, DELHI, GUJARATH, NAGPUR Chapter
WEBINAR ACTIVITIES

Indore Chapter May, 20, 2020

Delhi Chapter Webinar introduction by Mr. Ankur Gupta

Mr. Devendra Gill, President of FSAI Delhi Chapter conducting the session.

National Seminar on Building Blocks of a Video Surveillance System –
Networking By Mr. Abhishek Kumar.

Pradip Sheth, President of Gujarat Chapter introducing Mr. R. Muthu Krishnan

Mr. R. Muthu Krishnan delivering the session on “Is there a way to Eliminate
Accidents in Chemical Industries”.

File Photo of Union Carbide Unit at Bhopal where world’s worst ever disaster
took place in the year 1984.

Mr. Ashok Kumar Kapoor conducting the session on Prevention Fire Losses at the
WEBINAR organized by the Nagpur Chapter of FSAI.
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FSAI mumbai, nashik Chapter
WEBINAR ACTIVITIES

A quotable quote from Mr. Kapoor’s presentation.

Mr. Rajesh Shirke presenting a session “E-learning Module for Engg. Colleges”.

Mr. Suresh Menon welcoming the Faculty , other senior dignitaries and
participants at a National WEBINAR on “Water mist Technology with case
studies and application”.

Mr. Ajit Raghavan, National President Elect, FSAI introducing the Faculty.

Ms. Bettina McDowell presenter of the Webinar.

Mr. Milind B. Rane, Director, Eversafe Protect Systems Pvt. Ltd., conducting a
WEBINAR on “EFFECTIVE FIRE HYDRANT SYSTEMS AS PER IS 13039.
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FSAI jaipur, DELHI, BENGALURU, nashik Chapter
WEBINAR ACTIVITIES

A presentation segment on HVAC System Sage, Post COVID-19.

Webinar on ‘Mitigation of Fire due to Electrical Faults’ (Hindi) by Jaipur
Chapter.

Delhi Chapter participating in UPES Webinar.

Dr. Rupesh Iyengar, President Bengaluru Chapter speaking at a
“Student Chapter” Session.

“Water mist Technology with case studies and application” Webinar in progress.

Glimpses of few “Student Chapter” Training events.

Mr. Varun Tiwari, Jt. Secretary, Nashik Chapter launching a Training Programs
on “E-Learning” for Engineering Colleges”.

Webinar on ”Emergency Evacuation” in Marathi by Nashik Chapter.

Mr. Chintu Asher, President Mumbai Chapter, conducting a “Student Chapter”
Training.

Mr. Chintu Asher, explaining about 1st Training Lab of FSAI at Pune.
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FSAI Goa, lucknow Chapter
WEBINAR ACTIVITIES

Session being executed by Mr. Kiran K. Katariya

Mr. Hirak Dutta conducting the session.

Mr. Shivanand Pandit conducting session for Goa Chapter.

Mr. Shivanand Pandit taking the 2nd session for Goa Chapter on Income Tax.

Mr. K.M. Bhargava being introduced by Mr. Anurag Bajpai, Lucknow Chapter
Joint Secretary for the session on Fire Safety Equipment in Hindi.

Mr. Devendra Gill conducting a session for Lucknow Chapter in Hindi.

Mr. Ranga Vamshi conducting a session on HVAC Operation during COVID
Scenario for Lucknow Chapter.

Dr. Mukta Girdhar taking a session on Earthquake Preparedness... in Hindi.
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Fire Safety Practices

SECURITY & Safety Practices

Fire safety practices

security & safety practices

Learning safety made be as delightful as a “Hide and seek Game!

Uncontrolled & Bad Fires
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FSAI NEWSLETTER

Fire & Security Association of India

Bi-monthly Newsletter

RELAUNCHED

We are highly grateful to the member fraternity of FSAI for according recognition, acceptance, appreciation and
patronage to the comprehensive bi- monthly FSAI Journal since its commencement four years before. While
working sincerely on this endeavor a significant need was felt for relaunching the parallel Newsletter segment
(FSAI) titled FSAI BUZZ. This is a shorter but crisper, compact and condensed publication highlighting the
News/ Views segment pertaining
to different noble activities being
carried out by the dedicated team of
the association at National as well
as state wise chapter levels. Other
than different types of training cum
conferences/ seminars/ conclaves
the members of FSAI fraternity
are also rendering a number of field
level service functions (collectively
and at time individually too) to
society. This includes voluntary
humanitarian efforts like blood
donation, firefighting, rescue
operations, imparting of first aid,
acts of bravery to help people
affected by security or other turmoil
related problems or sufferings. In
addition, some of them execute
creative studies/ innovations for
problem solving. Through this
insert let us appeal to all readers to
come forward and subscribe such
data for publication. These can also
prove to be exemplary for others to
emulate.
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Key Initiatives

Key FSAI Initiatives &
Membership Benefits

m
r
fo

• Chapter-level Member Networking Meets
• Seminars & Webinars conducted by Subject Matter Experts

1. Name ………………………………………………………………………………..................................................

• Training Programs aimed at enhancing skills
• Strategic Initiative Program (SIP)
(Safety awareness for school children – 500,000 children covered till date)

2. Type of Membership: Corporate

msme

Professional

Student

(Tick mark as applicable)

3. Membership No. ..................................................…………………………………………………………………

• FSAI Events & Conferences

4. Correspondence Address …………………………………………………………………...................................

• Industry Programs, many in partnership with CII, FICCI, etc.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........................

• Strategic Partnership with ISHRAE for ACREX

..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………........................
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......................
5. Occupation ……………………………………………………………………………………………....................

Membership Benefits

6. Name of Organization ………………………………………………………………............................................

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be a part of India’s premier Fire and Security industry body
Contribute your professional expertise towards industry growth
Attend seminars, workshops and exhibitions at preferential rates
Periodic industry updates and FSAI newsletters
Opportunity to interact with key industry stalwarts
Ability to voice your views at Chapter / National levels
Participate in trade and technical meetings
Be a part of National Working Committees / Chapter Core Committees
Increase visibility among fellow professionals
Sponsorship opportunities at key industry events
Enhance your skills - opportunity to enroll under educational programs
Avail of FSAI facilities and benefits at major exhibitions
Ability to attend international conventions organized in association with FSAI
Company profile and product categories available on FSAI website (Corporate)
Three employees eligible to attend seminars & training programs (Corporate)
Ability to serve as Governing Council member & Voting rights (Corporate)

7. Contact (a) Landline ……………………………………………… Office/Residence
		

(B) Cell ……………………………………………………

6.	Email ID …………….………………………….…………………………………………………………………….
7. Issue No. or Month/Year …………………………………………………………………………………………
8. Title of Article/Feature ….………………………………………………………..………………………………
9. Author of the Article (wherever applicable) …………………………………………………………………
10. In case the query is about product and/or service, name of advertiser
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
11. Query:
(I) …………….………………………….……………………………………………………………………….....
(Ii) …………….………………………….…………………………………………………………………………
(Iii) …………….………………………….…………………………………………………………………………
(Iv) …………….………………………….…………………………………………………………………………
12. Any other suggestions , remarks or additional inputs which in your opinion can facilitate continual
improvement with respect to quality of contents, design, narrative, appeal and enhancement of
satisfaction level.

Fire & Security Associaiton of India

www.fsai.in

Regd. Off.: 19/1, Kannadasan Salai, Near Natesan Park, T. Nagar, Chennai-600 017. Tel: + 91 44 42128535. Email: administrator@fsai.in

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Please send the filled-in feedback form to : (A): Editor: murthy@fsai.in (B): Chairman : dipenmehta.fsai@gmail.com

writing contest

FSAI MEMBERS DIRECTORY

We feel delighted to notify all from our membership community that the work for the Fourth revision of Membership
Directory 2020 -21 has commenced and the mailer is also being attached.
This directory is an important resource for all our members to enable them to connect with each other and also for endusers to identify potential OEMs and service providers.
Please be ensured that this document will serve every stakeholder in the form of an important link and remain in touch
with  to be in touch with  “Who’s Who” in the Fire & Security Industry.
Come along, join us and book your berth at the pivotal slots of this information storehouse. Our executives at National
and Chapter levels will be more than delighted to offer you all facilitation services in this regard. For more details visit our
website www.fsai.in

YOUR PRESENCE
24/7 @ 365 DAYS...
Fire & Security Association of India
announces the release of its

FSAI plans to release its 2020
Directory and offers members
Advertising opportunities for the same.
The details are as follows:
§ 3,500 Directories will be printed
§ Rs.20,000/-* for inside full page
§ Rs.10,000/-* for inside half page
§ Rs.2,500/-* for highlighted entry#
§ Rs.2,500/-* for QR code#
§ Rs.4,000/-* for Highlighted
entry with QR code#

HURRY!

Limited
advertisement
slots available...

* Add GST @ 5%. Rates mentioned are for B&W or Colour.
#
Applicable only for Corporate / MSME members.

For details please call:
Renu | +91 9844005709 | renu@fsai.in
Sanjay | +91 9727746972 | sanjay@fsai.in
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Q&A Corner

Launching of

Q&A Corner
www.fsai.in/journals

‘FSAI Journal’ is a coveted electronic cum print media publication of Fire & Security Association of India. It is
governed by an elected Editorial Board, consisting of 7 Members, Chair / Vice Chairs and an Executive Editor.
It provides latest and updated information on products and technologies from the world-over on Fire Protection,
Life Safety, Loss Prevention, Risk Management, Surveillance, Security, MEP, Automation, Cyber Security and so
on, issue-after-issue; in short, a knowledge-sharing platform for the professionals from Fire Safety and Security
industry.
Media Interactive Segment: Considering an array of subjects and issues covered on regular basis at the behest
of FSAI, a special need was felt for igniting the minds of readers by engaging them through a regular Q&A
Corner. It is aimed at providing an access to number of practical solutions / remedies related concerns which
are part of our occupation or any other way of life. Accordingly, an exclusive panel as listed below possessing
expertise on an array of attributes being dealt with by FSAI has been formulated.
Readers can submit their queries to Moderators, which shall be segregated and sent across to concerned
panellist (s). The answers shall appear in the immediate next edition of the FSAI Journal. Readers can also
personally interact with the expert if need arises. You can send your queries to: qa@fsai.in

MODERATORS
Mr. Vinayak Sane

Vice Chair of FSAI Code of Ethics. He runs
his own Consultancy, Elmark Engineers &
Abhiyanta Consulting Engineers. He has
been providing consultancy in Integrated
Building Solutions for last 25 years.

Mr. Dipen Mehta

Chair of the FSAI Journal Committee. He has
his own MEP Consulting firm in Ahmedabad
and Indore. He too has been with the industry
for more than 25 years.

PANELLISTS
Mr. Mahesh Gavahane (Access Control and Applications)
He has been in the said domain for last 24 years. He has worked with Datamatics, Siemens, HID and
now runs his own company Security Shells Pvt Ltd., Pune.

Mr. Iswar Iyer (Fire Protection Systems)

He has been in the Fire Industry for over 30 years. He has worked with Mather & Platt, Tyco, UTC and
Nohmi Bosai (India) Pvt Ltd.

ICT
Q1. As a business requirement, the customer has decided
to deploy latest Wi-Fi 6 devices across the facility. The
existing IT Infrastructure is 5 years old. Will it support
the latest Wi-Fi devices.
Asked by:
• Name: Mr. Kapil Mhatre
• FSAI Membership No.: BOM-C-0408-0085
• Chapter: Mumbai
• Company Name: Secutech Automation
A1: Wi-Fi 6 advancements enable Wi-Fi networks to
handle many more devices performing a wide variety of
tasks and provide a better user experience in high bandwidth
applications—all while increasing power efficiency for WiFi 6 devices connected to Wi-Fi 6 networks.
Quick checks to plan all inclusive Wi-Fi 6 Network.
A professional site-Survey is recommended to assess the
location along with existing Network capabilities. All The
Equipments should be Wi-Fi 6, 6E compliant. The second
and third wave of Wi-Fi 6 products hit the market and push
speeds beyond 5 Gb/s….Check if your existing Network is
up to the mark or not.

Mr. Pankaj Tiwari (BMS and ELV Solutions)

2 x 10G connections are recommended to each wireless
access point to support link aggregation.

Mr. Harshad Tulsulkar (CCTV Systems)

Higher-end access points that aim to support both Wi-Fi
6 and 6E may ultimately require 60 W Type 3 PoE. Make
Sure the network Switches and Cabling Infrastructure
Supports this.

Pankaj is Vice-President, PDA Associates, Indore. He is another of the stalwarts in the ELV domain
and his expertise is the integration of the various ELV systems. He has worked with few the large
companies in ELV domain and the latest was Johnson Controls.
He has been in the Electronic Security industry for last 25 years. Has vast experience of System Integration
in Surveillance, Smart Access Control, Intrusion Detection, Fire Alarm and Parking Management.

Mr. Kiran Katariya (IT Systems)
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Asked by:
• Name: Mr. Yash Majithia
• FSAI Membership No.: 1801418
• Chapter: Gujarat
• Company Name: Winco Valves
A2: In general, the recommendation is not to put
telecommunications systems next to equipment
that can generate EMI. Keep electrical feeders and
branch circuits of interfering equipment separate from
telecommunications systems. Access and pathways are also
important considerations as they can impact the security
and integrity of the IT room; for Example – Plumbing pipe
or cooking Gas pipe passing through IT room is Strictly
not recommended. A balanced trade-off considering site
constraints is the Key.
An Equipment Room should be minimum 10Ft x 16Ft with
Adequate space for expansion. The Telecommunication
Room should be minimum 10Ft x 8Ft and maximum
depending on the work areas it is serving. It is to be seen
that the UPS and batteries is not placed in either of the
rooms.

Answered by:
Mr. Vinayak Sane

CCTV:

He is the Director Relight ICT Consulting. His expertise is IT networking, which is vital for integration
and interoperability of ELV, Access, CCTV and BMS.

Look forward to active participation by one all.

Q2: In a retrofit project, the compact IT room location
happens to be in between the Canteen and toilet. We can
get bigger space but that’s adjacent to the electrical room.
Which choice is better?

Answered by:
Mr. Kiran Katariya

Q3: I have installed 2mp & 4 mp cameras at site and it’s
live image is very clear but when we search the recordings
it is not so clear. why?
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Asked by:
• Name: Mr. Santosh Sawant
• FSAI Membership No.: BOM-M-0120-0038
• Chapter: Mumbai
• Company Name: Rakshak Security Systems
A3: When you see any live images of 2 mp or 4 mp cameras
on the monitor, you get full resolution of the camera
installed and even the FPS is almost 25-30 so the image is
very smooth and clear. Normally the recording is done at
CIF/2CIF/D1/720P resolution and lesser frame rate of
1/2/5/10/15 to reduce the storage space and bandwidth.
In such cases the images may not be so smooth and clear as
live. Do check your recording settings as well.

Answered by:
Mr. Harshad Tulsulkar

Fire Suppression:
Q4: Could anybody help me with fire extinguishers
required for car parking area as per NBC 2016 India
Asked by:
• Name: Mr. Divesh Deo
• FSAI Membership No.: BOM-C-0212-0031
• Chapter: Mumbai
• Company Name: Elmark Engineers
A4: Per Sprinkler Standard IS 15105 ‘‘Car parking areas
within building or basement” is an Ordinary (Moderate)
Hazard classification.
Car parking does not feature in NBC Pt 4 Table pp 69 71 or in Hydrant std13039 Table in pp18 -20 or in IS
1641.Sec 5.1.1b of NBC Pt 4 states that Portable Fire
extinguishers (PFE) shall be installed per IS 2190.Install
PFE as per Annex B-2
‘‘Recommend Scale of Equipment” as stated under
Moderate Hazard occupancy for Class A and Class B fires.
PFE requirement and deployment for Moderate Hazard
per IS 2190
Class A
For every 200 m2
2 x 9 litre water expelling extinguishers (or)
2 x 5 kg / 6kg of ABC Fire extinguishers
Minimum of 4 extinguishers per compartment/floor
Classs B
For every 200 m2
2 x 9 litre foam extinguishers mechanical type (or)
2 x 5 kg / 6kg of ABC Fire extinguishers
Minimum of 4 extinguishers per compartment/floor
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Note: The extinguishers must be so located as to be available
within 15 mtr radius.

Answered by:
Mr. Iswar Iyer

there would be chance of data loss. A typical issue pops up if
there is a data loss here. You see that Reader reads the card,
but the lock does not operate as the data does not reach the
Controller for taking decision. In such cases, the pointer
goes towards the reader that it would be faulty. So in such
cases check at the data attenuation due to cable issues as
well.

Q5: Is Main Relief Valve (MRV) required always for DE
driven fire pumps per NFPA 20?
• Name: Mr. Bhavesh Shukla
• FSAI Membership No.: AMD-1-0517-0152
• Chapter: Gujarat
• Company Name: Maxwel
A5: The need for a main relief Valve will be governed by
the specific pump being used, as well as the specific static
suction pressure at the intended installation.
NFPA 20 allows for the overspeed shutdown on dieseldriven fire pumps to protect the system in event of a
‘‘runaway engine”; however, the overspeed shutdown will
operate on a 10% overspeed condition.

Answered by:
Mr. Mahesh Gavhane

A7: With Legacy BMS system there are limited integration
possibilities, moreover we normally get elementary analytic.
Whereas in case of IoT based BMS system integration
capabilities gets enhanced substaintialy. Similarly analytic
tools pisibilties are also increased phenomenally.
Q8: Since in case of IoT based BMS ,data is going to be
managed centrally at Cloud level, therefore what are going
to be improvement in trending of Data?
A8: There is going to be substantial improvement in
trending of data. You will be able to get the trends in
predefined intervals.

Building Management Systems:
Q7: What are going to be the advantages if we go from
Legacy BMS System to IoT based BMS?
• Name: Mr Vimal Salot
• FSAI Membership No.: BOM-C-0209-0105
• Chapter Name: Mumbai
• Company Name: Executive Director - Vijay Transtech

Answered by:
Mr. Pankaj Tiwari

Since pressure delivered by a centrifugal fire pump is a
square of the impeller speed, you need to take the _ product
of the pump’s churn pressure multiplied by 1.21, and add
this result to the highest expected suction pressure at the
fire pump.If the result exceeds the pressure rating of your
fittings (typically 175psi) then you need a main relief valve.
Refer to the individual DE fire pump’s performance curve,
which varies by manufacturer and model number.

Answered by:
Mr. Dipen Mehta

Access control:
Q6: What kind of cable should be used for Wiegand
connectivity between the Reader & the Controller? Can
we use Cat 6 LAN cable for the same?
• Name: Mr. Mandar Sawant
• FSAI Membership No.: PNQ-I-0616-0063
• Chapter Name: Mumbai
• Company Name: Tech Controls Pvt Ltd.
A6: Wiegand cable specifications are 4-Conductor,
18 AWG, Shielded, 500 ft. (150m) maximum. The
specifications should be followed as non-compliance would
lead to data drop. Some of the system Integration partners
use Cat 6 cables, but that is not recommended as
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Quiz

Thematic

Series No. 9
Topic
“COVID – 19 & Security / Automation” Theme

Segment A: COVID19

1|

…........ is one of the states which till date
remains unaffected by COVID Infection

A) Assam

C) Himachahal Preadesh

B) Sikkim

D) Jharkhand

2|

…........ is one of the Union territories which till
date remains un affected by COVID infection

A) Lakshadweep

C) Jammu & Kashmir

B) Daman

D) Puducherry

3|

…........ has been proven as an effective deterrent
against spread of COVID Infection

A) Stoppage of night duty

C) ODD/ EVEN day schedule

B) Working from home

D) Suspension of canteen
service

4|

Name the instrument held in front of the boy

Segment B: Intelligence of Things (IoT) &
Artificial Intelligence (AI)

7|

…........ allows digital devices to interconnect
and transmit data?

A) A Sensor

C) Smart Phone

B) Globally Positioning Sensor D) A Network

8|

…........ command is used to test network
connectivity and provide a response to each
packet received by the remote host?

A) Test

C) Ping

B) Tracer

D) Connect

9|

…........ type of device which allows a
refrigerator to place a replacement order for an
item contained within it?

A) Digital Network

C) Smart Phone

B) Generator

D) Sensory

10|

…........ information is conveyed by the SSID
that is configured on an IoT device?

A) Testing kit

C) Temperature indicator

B) Exhaled air sampler

D) Photo scanner

5|

………. is the approved respirator marking for
Health care personnel

A) 3M

6|

B) N95

C) BIS 9825 D) N 85

…........ helps a lot in controlling the spread of
Virus from person to person.

A) Registration server

C) Wireless network

B) Default gateway

D) Home gateway

11|

…........ is comprised of millions of smart
devices and sensors connected to the
Internet?

A) Fog

C) IoT

B) Data Centre

D) Cloud

12|

…........ tool allows a user to simulate real
networks

A) Fanning

C) Social Distancing

A) AI

C) Internet

B) Ventilation

D) Observing Silence

B) Packet tracer

D) PAN

Please select the most appropriate / correct choice from the multiple options and fill in the blanks.
You can send the answers by email (murthy@fsai.in) or WhatsApp (+91 98255 61699). While sharing the answers,
please ensure to mention your Name, Profession, Company, Phone, Email & FSAI Membership Number.
S E R I E S 8 A N S W E R K E Y:
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